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POETRY IN THE SCHOOLS

Although this anthology contains the work of a number of very talented
young poets, it would be a mistake to consider these poems as the most important result of t he Arkansas Poetry in the Schools Program.
Poetry in the Schools is a cooperative program of the National Endowment
for the Arts, t he Office of Arkansas State Arts and Humanities, and the local
school systems and universities .

It employs professional writers who visit

classrooms throughout the state.

The program is designed to create an aware-

ness in each student who participates of the impact of language on his life.
Once the student becomes conscious of what words can do, the motivation exists
to begin a study of poetry .

The visiting writer presents very basic informa-

tion about how a poem is made.

Everyone is encouraged to write poems.

The

intent of this phase of the program is to give each student a positive experience with poetry .

He is able to talk with a practicing poet, to share his own

poems with the rest of the class, and perhaps to discover a talent for writing.
But whether a special talent exists or not, each student is brought to the
realization that poetry is part of his life and that he needn't be inti midated
by it.

The impulse to translate experience into language is distinc tively

human, and poetry is the fullest expression of the human experience.
belongs to all of us , not merely to the gifted.

Poetry

Poetry in the Schools is

trying to give poetry back to everyone.
Because the program does not try to cultivate only the most talented
young poets but turns its attention to all students, the poems in this anthology are not polished or even revised.

They are the exercises which were

written in class during the three visits of a staff writer.

The anthology

is not so much a showcase as a sample of the thousands and thousands of poems
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written by young Arkansans in the process of discovering that they were capable of poetry.

A visiting writer can not turn a student into a great poet

in three class sessions.

But he can spark that student to an interest in

poetry that may very well develop into a talent .
Of course, the development of that talent most often depends upon the
student's teachers.

In great measure, the success of Poetry in the Schools

also depends upon the teachers who invite staff writers to their classes and
who expand the ideas presented by them .

We would like to thank these teachers

for their substantial contribution to the program.
The school administrators who helped to coordinate both funding and
scheduling were an essential part of the program, and also deserve our thanks.
Dr. Sandra Perry, Executive Director of the Office of Arkansas State Arts
and Humanities, and Carol Gaddy, Artists-in-Schools Coordinator, were extremely
helpful and encouraging in administering Poetry in the Schools.

We offer

special thanks to them.
The most important

part of the program is the students.

This anthology

is evidence of their contribution, and is our way of thanking them.

We

regret that we could publish so few of the many good poems that were written.
There were also a number of students who were not in classes that we
visited, but who sent poems and songs for our comments .
by quoting a song written by one of these students.

I'd like to close

The author, Jean Osborn,

is a talented seventh grader at Southwest l-1iddle School in Little Rock.
song is called "It Would Be Nice."
It would be nice to
It would be nice to
It would be nice to
And watch the river

go far away,
go far away,
go far away,
float down the stream.

It would be nice to
fly upon the sky.
It would be nice to
go from flower to
It would be nice to
to each other.

watch two birds
watch the bees
flower.
say just one sweet word

Her
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The sky shining with blue,
the flowers springing up,
The birds singing to each other,
Me and my man sitting and talking
about what's been happening.
You see there are a whole lot of things
you can do,
Like watching the bees
go from flower to flower.
It would be nice to go far away,
It would be nice to go far away .
-John Biguenet
Poet in Residence, Pulaski County

********************
This year ' s anthology is the result of teachers and professional writers
working with Arkansas elementary, middle, junior high, and high school students
who participated in five related programs:

the State-wide Project, the Clark

County Project , the Pulaski County Project, the Crittenden County Project, and
the Sebastian County Project.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the teachers and students
with whom we worked this year, and I would like to apologize to the students at
the schools which were visited too late in the Spring Semester to be included in
the anthology.

These schools will be represented in next year's anthology.

All of the participating poets have enjoyed working with the students throughout Arkansas.

We feel that the students showed a great deal of imagination,

spirit, and talent in their poems, most of which were written in twenty minutes
or less.

For the students to be able to create a good poem under the circum-

stances of two one-hour visits is remarkable.
poems .

This anthology is full of good

I ' ve often heard my poet friends say when they come back from a Poetry-

In- The-Schools visit, "I wish I had written some of those lines ... "
-Nelljean McConeghey
Co-Director, with James Whitehead
Arkansas Poetry-In-The-Schools

********************
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What is the idea of the Poetry-In-The-Schools Program?
tainly not to make professional poets of everyone .
of those.

The idea is cer-

There are already too many

Maybe the idea is partly to show students what poetry is .

Poetry is

a way to educate yourself--it is not a proof of anything, but rather an explanation, a step backward to the curiosity of childhood ... . poetry about blue skies
and flowers is good, but it is also nice to open new territory for beauty.

When

poetry finds mystery and pleasure where none were before, it performs a service
to the world .•.

With play you have poetry.

has no play is data.
stones.

All you can get from a mind that

Poetry is more like lightning than it is a heap of

In these motions, you may read the spirit.

I hope the progam will endure, and that the right sort of poet will come
to work in it--neither busy bureaucrats posing as writers, nor overly selfaggrandizing types--but good writers deeply interested in children, in learning, in freedom, in poetry.
-Jack Butler
Poet in Residence, Clark County

STATE-WIDE PROJECT
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ALPENA SCHOOLS

THE REPROBATE
My youngest sister, age of three ,
curly hair, brown eyes, turned-up
snotty nose. She yells and screams
and hollars and shouts and crys
and fusses and raises a rucuss
and continually pouts . She
fights with her mother and two
sisters and bites the dog if the
dog has bitten her . She makes
large messes on Sunday School
dresses and her dolls are all bal d .
She wears us all out by the end of the day
but she goes to sleep whenever we say .
-Sonya Swor

SKUNK

A skunk is a pretty creature.
He has a beautiful smell.
Although he smel ls like Justin .
The skunk lives in a palace.
Where all the waitresses have
to pin their noses up .
He sleeps in a waterbed.
and watches color TV.
-Lloyd Ballard

ARKAJ.'{SAS
I wasn't born in Arkansas
where often you hear a crow caw
where always the air is fresh and new
where in the morning there is a dew
I wasn't born in Arkansas
where often you hear a crow caw.
-Royce H.
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NEW YORK

New York is my kind of place
with snakes all around my face
with glass all around the grass
and dogs all around the hogs
last time I was there
they fried my underware
let me out of this place
before I go out of space.
-James Hatfield

BASEBALL
A player is tuff and ruff .
The ball is as rugged and jagged
as a hound dog.
The catcher is a big fat cat.
And a pitcher is tall and strong .
The shortstop is a small peewee .
And the player is a big, strong bully.
-David Allen Coder

FATHER
thumping his brown worn
plow boots against the floor,
staring into the sky
behind the newly sewn scratchy burlap curtain.
Silently rooting as the radio blares
"Razorbacks second and seven."
Slow moving as a mechanical doll,
popping joints as he rises.
Slow slippery grease
coating burnt popcorn .
The Radio blares "Touchdown"
as the salt trickles
out of the salt shaker on
the burnt popcorn.
-Lisa Widner

ASBELL ELEMENTARY, FAYETTEVILLE
TWO FRIENDS
Oh did you hear the water creek?
No, But I heard the leaves talk to me .
What did they say man?
What's hanging.
Why did they say that?
Because there was talk of noose in the air .
So as a rock here I'll set until I die.
Well, it's better than hanging.
-Kevin Bogan & Renna Brown
POEM
While I still wore size 16
you went kaput !
I never saw you again
but saw where you lived
but you were at eraser mountain.
I saw you take a drink
from the glass spring,
then you were gone .
-Stephen Cosl y

2 NIGHTMARES
Nightmare 1
Clearing off the table ,
with stale beans and such.
Clogging in the drain so
the flies can have a bath.
Nightmare 2
Get your nose out of
my hand.
THE HARVESTERS
Work, Work, Work, Work
for harvesting is hard
Pilgrims working till they hurt ,
and children eating lard .
-Ellen Lane
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HOPE HIGH. SCHOOL

----

A HOT NIGHT ON BRANNON STREET
On that hot night the clouds were caked in the sky,
The stars were shrouded in boredom .
This night was not on the
Special side of my life .
Only seven hours ago
My steel heart surrounded by
Sweet honesty was broken
By my baby's air-hammer.
This night just seemed to
Fill the mood which I was
In for it made the event complete.
It seems as though the dull sky
Had appeared before in my life, but
Then the moon was there to
Put a little unexpected pleasure in it.
Now there was no mood changing
moon only the sad leaves falling
off the saddened trees.
-Dwayne Burns
5 WAYS OF LOOKING AT MEATLOAF

Meatloaf
Containing the secret of immortality!
Man, himself
What on earth
encompasses every food
and every taste?
Meat loaf, the staple of life.
The refrigerater emptied her contents
into one large bowl
Meatloaf is born.
What is in it?
Animal, vegetable. mineral?
each and all
It is meat loaf.
Ambrosia is the food of the Gods.
For those less fortunate
there is meat loaf .
-Bill Browning
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MALAGA IN OCTOBER
Malaga in October
a city of 500,000,
But I am all alone .
I sit at the sidewalk cafe,
Sip my Sangria,
And imagine that you are at my side .
On the beach,
Only a few frigid Germans sit on our spot ,
The weather is quite cold you know.
0 white clouds above the Meditteranean ,
Send my soul to the one I love, far away .
Let your showers soak her with my adoration .
No, the tide has gone out,
And also her love .
God curse Malaga in October.
-Mark Shields

A HOT NIGHT ON REALITY BOULEVARD
and the guards were
changing in Buckingham Square ...
The night was hot; the sun shone bright.
I saw in the heavens a thousand faces untold;
the world was growing cold.
Looking forth, an eagle flew above
changing into a nightmarish ghoul of the hell below .
All light was sound and all sound was light
God save me from the forces I have unleashed tonight !
Dreams were Reality and Reality a Dream
as I walked along the Boulevard .
I felt my death draw near, and dear ,
and the guards where changing in Buckingham Square.
The newspaper reported three days hence
a man died of an overdose.
and time continued on, and
the guards were changing in Buckingham Square .
It was a hot night on Reality Boulevard . .•.
-Anonymous
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FIVE WAYS TO LOOK AT A KNIFE
I

A s heath kni f~ buried to the
hilt in someones watermelon.
II
An old lady running through

the park screaming with a
pocket knife in her back.
Ill

A gambler with his hand
pinned to the table by a butcher
knife.

IV
A cut t hroat with a bloodstained knife lying nearby.

v
The fifth way to look at a knife
is at a distance .
-Anonymous

GEORGE BRADLEY
At fifty he was seventy,
At seventy be was gone .
His name was George Bradley,
In his younger days he was strong.
When you talk about things unknown,
or things that were brand new .
He'd say oh ! I ' ve been there before,
yes I ' ve done that too.
He ' d tell you of trips to New Orleans,
or to Africa to capture
thirty foot snakes for a zoo.
You could mention anything
and he ' d say oh! I ' ve done that too.
-Rhett Lane
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CONWAY JUNIOR HIGH

THE REASON I'M DUMB
One day when I was coming
home from school I thought
about what the teacher said.
That if I would mix up all
the smart words like knowledge
and smart that I would be
smart . Then drill a hole in
my head and put them in.
When I got home I got all
the words together, drilled
me a hole and put them in .
After about 10 minutes I started
feeling dumb then I remembered
that I left the word dumb
mixed with the words. That ' s
the reason why I ' m dumb .
-Ken Norman

HAIRPIN TURNS

Coffin - a box where you and the termites lay .
Tongue - a gross sponge you stick out at people.
Guitar- Mexican thing used to break bandit ' s heads.
-Timbo Bass
Hunchback - mountain on a man
-Julie Sprick
Tongue - moving road in a tunnel
-Wendy Irby
Coffin - overnight camper for the dead
Churchbell - atheist ' s alarm clock
-Ralph Creeslin II
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HAIRPIN TURNS (continued)
Cyclone - breeze with a grudge
Tailpipe- car' s cigar

Ears - amphitheater with drum solo
Pigeon - janitor for trains
-Todd Fowler
Tongue - meat you should not swallow
-Dean Turner
Coffin - bigger than a bread-box
-Karla Woods

THE REASON WHY MY SHIRT WAS RIPPED
I had just been in Spain for two hours.
I went to the ring where I saw it.
It was the biggest bull I ' d ever seen.
When I entered the ring it charged.
It stuck me with its horns .
When it pul led them out
My heart was on the end of one.
I grabbed it back and put it back in.
I ' m a fast healer, so you can't see the scar.
That's why my shirt was ripped .
-Anonymous
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I DREAMED

I dreamed I found a famous butterfly that
had every color imaginable in the world.
I dreamed I made my room into a jungle.
I dreamed I discovered how to fly .
I dreamed my dog started talking to me.
I dreamed I built a house on the moon
and decorated it with stars.
- Anonymous
CREATION OF SPEECH
Man started out with nothing to say
with no time to do it in.
Man started out by listening to birds ,
by listening to the flowers in the wind,
Man had no way to make time pass by
No way to tell one another what he
saw in the sky
But God had plans for man, for he
knew his speech would rule the land .
-Anonymous
Why are there shoelaces?
Surely it's not because
there was too much
cotton .
Maybe people needed
something to do with
the hair that they cut off
their head.
Or maybe it happened when
people first mowed their
lawns and saw the
worms .
Whatever it was, it brought
about a lot of hell
for a lot of people .
Imagine how much easier life
would be if we didn ' t
have to learn to tie our
shoes when we were
4 years old.
-Anonymous
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OAK GROVE ELEMENTARY

THE LADY AND THE JUKEBOX

A lady came to a Jukebox by a record shop
The lady said , "How come you ' re full
of rolls and rocks,"
The Jukebox thought for a moment
and said , "The same reason a clock
is full of ticks and tocks."
-Anonymous

ROOMS
A little girl is sitting in a corner for lying.
Another man is crying
For his wife is dying ,
An old lady is in the living room mad
And a baby is in the nursery sad .
The little girl is in her mothers room crying .
-Ronda

THE LADY AND THE TAPE

RECORDER

A lady met a Tape Recorder by a stream
and said
you ' d better not drink too much or you ' ll get rusty .
The lady said
I will not
The Recorder said
I will not .
The lady said
quit repeating everything I say.
The Recorder said
quit repeating everything I say.
And the lady said
you turn me on.
-David Moose
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THE FABLE OF THE FINAL HOUR
In the 56th minute of the final hour
my teacher got kicked by a mule
-Eddie Midgett
In the 57th minute of the final hour
the police caught Raymond in the Beats
-Susan
the book of riddles told dirty jokes
-Frankie Hamson
In the 58th minute of the final hour
my hurt began to swell
-Sheila Anderson
In the 59th minute of the final hour
I gained weight
-Ann Hyde
In the final minute of the final hour
J. J. forgot to say "Kid Dynamite"
-Melinda McPherson

ROOMS
My bedroom door is shut,
My hair is in a mess.
There ' s a lady in the church
With a bowl of corn at her side.
There's a guy in the schoolroom
Saying "Come back soon ."
-Colette Johnson

JOKE
Customer: Sir I would like to buy this
bird. Could you send me the bill?
Manager: Sorry lady you ' ll have to take
the whole bird.
- Wayne Holland
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ELMDALE ELEMENTARY - SPRINGDALE

THE STORY OF A COUGAR
I saw a cougar at a zoo .
He whispered to me how are you.
I said hello to him and ran
Bye - Bye friend hope we meet again .
-Barbara Davis

HAIRPIN TURNS
Schoolbus - a bee without wings
-John Deweese
broom - waves of sand through the desert.
-Linda Tudor
Clouds - millions of snowy owls in a snow covered tree .
-Anonymous
pig - ring in front, spring behind
-Kevin Clark

THE

SNAKE

The snake crawls like a baby crawling
The snake bites like a first born baby
A snake clamps its teeth like a baby
closes his hand when you put your finger in
and later the snake will die
just like the baby will.
-Odis Sanders
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LIVING

I had my quiet time when I crawled into the car
and got all my thoughts out into the open spaces .
I had my quiet time when I got a popsicle
and hid in the closet until it was all over me .
-Frankie Carlton
I had my quiet time lying under a blanket
I was playing battleship and I hit a ship and sank it .
-Ramey Price
I had my quiet time riding in a car
Oh, you should have seen my hair
I was not frightened, only scared.
Our car was black and kind of rusty
And me and my sister got kind of fussy.
-Kathy Cook

MOON

The moon is like a
or yo-yo without a
It's like a jar of
that has just been
It's a daisy
with no petals •

big round ball
string
peanut butter
opened

-Judy Hogan

I DREAM

I dreamed I was a gang leader .
We rumbled and rumbled everyone over ,
We won every rumble .
We had a secret place
where we hugged and kissed girls
after every rumble.
-Ray Proctor
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HEBER SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
THE OVERHEAD SMASH
The yellow orb goes straight up-pr opelled by Waldo ' s rocket.
It spins in the sun for an eternity .
' til gr avity catches up with it
and sends it falling to the court .
I shift my body to the proper position,
quickly gauging its path in my mind.
NOW-bouncing , arcing , coming down.
I set my feet and draw my rocket
back-and point- like Connors on TV.
Pe rfect ~ --my muscles tense and I
follow t h r ough with grace.
The bal l makes contact with the strings
absolutely savage force-positively perfect form !
But the ball carooms
out of play .
CRAP ! Missed again !
-Mike West
Death - the closing of the door for the last time.
Hate - Cauliflower on the table
-Anonymous

BIOLOGY
Here I sit in Biology.
The teacher saying words I don't even know.
He won ' t say the words I understand
You know, the little four letter ones.
Then comes the time of dissection,
where you have to take the shell from a crayfish .
How gory it is to find your crayfish
Hasn' t digested its last supper.
-Kip Casey
CARS

Some like cars that are fast,
Othe r s like cars that are flashy.
Some like small cars,
Some like big cars.
But for me anything
that moves will do.
-Chris Casey
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EASTSIDE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL , BENTON

JERRY ' S LOCKED DOOR
There's a locked room up there
underneath my mop of hair .
At times I can see into that room
and find that it ' s full of gloom
For that door is the entrance to my brai n ,
with all of my worries and strains .
It holds the answers
to all of my problems ,
but without the key
what good is my brain to me?
-Jerry White

POEM
I used to
But now I
I used to
But now I
I used to
But now I
I used to
But now I

be the god Ze us
am a mortal man
throw lightning bolts
throw tooth picks
be great and live on Mt. Olympus
am poor and live with the hicks
could do tricks
can ' t even think .
-Steve Deere

HAMPSTER
I ' m fuzzy
I look like a rat,
so cute am I
I smell like a dead pig
so my master tells me .
I feel like fresh
woven cotton or silk
I have small killer eyes
My nose is like a rabbit
flickery and small
I try to be myself .
-Sonya Hobbs
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PREACHER RECIPE
This should be a man with many words.
These words , they should never have been heard.
This should be a man that carries The Book,
Most people wouldn't take a second look.
This should be a man who can tell you a verse,
a man who would never curse .
This is a man that's pure,
or a man that's sure .
This is a man who you can tell your problems to,
a nd through this man God can help you!
This s houldn ' t be a man who would go out drinking
or even fall in love without thinking.
This shouldn ' t be a man who is bad,
or a man who is sad .
This shouldn ' t be a man who is too high-society,
This should be a man of variety.
-Lori Reeves

MARCH
The sign of kites
tell March is upon us .
The wind blows strong.
Rain falls like the starling
with a broken wing.
-Mark Harrison

Love is like a Beehive,
honey is always around .
-Tomilene Smith

CEDARVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
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SATURDAY NIGHT
I picked her up at seven .
took her in my arms,
thinking of her many charms .
I stroked her hair .
She made me the happiest man .
We walked down the hall
thinking of nothing at all.
I

I love these lonely nights and dreams alike
Really , I haven ' t done a nything but watch T. V.
and ride my bike.

-Jay Bryant

I LOVE TO WRECK
I love to wreck my car
not only when I drive too far
I love to wreck my bike-my dad says it ' s all right.
I love to wreck the school-The other boys say it ' s cool .
I love to wreck my home
Because I ' m always alone.

-Anonymous

THE

WIND

When the wind is blowing from the north
a band of devils are coming forth .
When the wind is blowing from the south
look for a band of angels
with good tidings in their mouths.
- Kyle LaRue
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THAT CB OF MINE
My name is Trapper John as some of you know.
I talk on the thing called a CB radio.
Now this CB of mine,
Is one of a kind.
It consists of an old transistor
A few tubes, crystals, a mike, and a few holes.
This homemade CB is the most powerful of all.
When I turn it on, I blow the fuse box on the wall.
Break one nine.
Have no fear, that's me on that CB of mine.
This is the Natural Dam Trapper John,
The only one .
Ten-Ten
Listening in .
-Andy Crabtree
BORED STUDENT
Dressed in a silver robe
carrying my shining
black, harmonized harmonica,
all sorts of beautiful opera
flowing from my mouth
like an angel singing,
I begin to make
a glorious sound
with the electric
piano in my hand.
-Joyce Crabtree
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NASHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

THE TOMATO COP
A ripe, red, Fatso sitting at Joda's
eating his heart out.
When he gets in his car, he opens
four doors instead of one.
His fingernails are so long
he just hates to kill
because the trigger on the gun
makes them break and chip.
At the end of the day
the ripe red tomato
goes home and sits
in his mother's lap.
-Linda Oxley

MOTORCYCLE
A motorcycle is like a mountain of power
waiting for you to unleash it.
It flows through the wind like a perfect prayer.
-Rufus T.

A BOOT
A boot ought to be snug to the stinking foot .
It ought to be able to take a stinking cow ' s foot
and not give.
Whenever it walks it should be big and mean.
Upon coming to cow manure it should scare it away
just by meanness.
Whenever it starts drowning in water it should swim away
instead of daydreaming and getting waterlogged.
It ought to feel like steel
but on the foot be as soft as the fur off a cat.
It ought to taste like wild meat, harsh
yet it won't kill you.
It should be loud as a John Deere tractor
when it clops down on the floor .
A boot stinks, but it's all right too .
-Noah E. Moses
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VOWELS
A is brown like a wheatfield hiding on the horizon .
-Ricky Williams
E is gray like the full moon not knowing what to do.
-Noah Moses
I is red like the eyes of a small child standing in smoke.
-Ricky Williams
0 is yellow like harsh syrup or vinegar itself.
-Noah Moses
U is every color like the rainbow knowing where to go, and going .
-Noah Moses

FEBRUARY
This is the time to beware of buzzards
for they will swoop in this month.
Beware of the pooch who has the croup
Watch for the elephant that you are about
to rogue.
This is the month for the hogs to shave
before they are recognized .
If you follow these precautions this
will be a fine month.
-R. Cochran

SHOTGUN
A shotgun should be like a woman.
It should be able to withstand torture and heat.
It should be light to your shoulder
and have the fragrance of the woods.
It should be quick as a snake
when it jumps on its prey.
It should see like an eagle
and be as deadly as one.
-Johnny Rosenbaum
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THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

Ernest Smith was born,
In February.
My hero to this day .
He shot himself twelve times ,
And lived.
He died of a kiss.
She loved garlic , not Ernest .
February is a downer.
I taste garlic in my mouth.
-Terry Wisniewski

5tringa long line

of ants

marching

from a
dead frog

Shoemycup
from the bottom
of a lake
T~Mli ~UFF
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A HOT NIGHT ON MY STREET
The sun was bubbling in the afternoon sky
Its burning rays scorched my face and made
it sweat.
The elm tree above me did no shading at all
Its life had ended a year or two ago.
I sat there and pondered and mumbled and groaned .
Visions and images cluttered my brain,
As I sat under my elm tree, my old dead elm .
Mami and Papi come back to me again
Times were so wonderful, so gay.
I felt a leaf, a dead one of course, dance
through my hair .
-Alina Fernandez

DREAM

I dreamed I was a boy in the future talking with an
Old man, and he told me about trees, flowers and
green and I didn't believe such things could exist.
I dreamed I could see where the time of every day goes
and see that it cannot come back.
I dreamed my city was an alive thing that taught
me what I didn't know, like a big old mother.
I dreamed of a senseless day, like a sea without
wind like pearls of a necklace of Sodom
I dreamed that my youth was a stray dog .
I dreamed I was sleeping and couldn't wake up
in the embrace of the unconsciousnous ,
it was beautiful.
I dreamed she loved me, it wasn't true
I dreamed the world was an egg and from it
one day will come out love.
-Giovanni Crippa

COUNTRY BLUES
Things have changed so much
There's no thrill left
In a pint of whiskey or a barn dance.
So I think I'll buy me a pick-up truck
Drive wayout and take my chance .
Maybe start a farm and hope for luck
Or build me a cabin and kick back, work never
Deep in the forest all alone.
Or maybe just drive on forever .
-Naoto Sekiguchi
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is yellow like a smashed lightning bug tail
is aqua like the rows and rows of eyeshadows on a shelf.
is blue like the smokey color of a siamese
is pink like the hands of a mouse
is purple, like a beautiful sea urchin;
or green; much greener than the large Group Rug; much
greener than the grass around Steffens - Wiegers Funeral Home;
greener than all the green crayolas in the world melted down
in a bubbling blob .
-Marc McGuire
M. D. Osing
Linda Langham

Plume - an ocean wave on a hat
- Vicki Hileman
Diamond- bird's eggs in a nest
-Kristi Corn
Flute - flow of moonbeams
-Hee-Young Kim
Piano- Bach ' s security blanket
-Lone Tunnell
Cards - dealing with royalty
-Betsy Stewart
Flute - a screech owl at night
Dice - a square way of dying
-Phyllis Kelly
Knife - mindless silver snake
-Richard Powel
Dice - the square root of money
-Harold Hutton

Barry Gilbow
Leslie Lane

CROSSETT HIGH SCHOOL
NORMAN HIGH SCHOOL

I DREAM

I dreamed of bars of bread
so I could eat my way out.
Guards of water to drink
after I finish the bars.
Spotlights of smells of freedom
Walls of cabbage to the touch .
I dreamed of running on and on
through pastures of policemen
all sitting there commenting about
the plate that just ran by.
All that I really dream about
is just one good meal .
- Rory

POEM
I am sitting here,
Drinking a screwdriver,
And thinking.
I've lived my life
Like an insect in a ditch-A big zero.
I would sell my soul
If my heart could fly
Like a pigeon !
But the thought makes me shiver,
As it begins to rain
And I have no umbrella.
I am defenseless and weak.
The stoplight of death
Has me in a bear hug.
-Rusty McElroy
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DROPPED TRANSMISSION BLUES
Dropped a transmission in my new
bad Nash .
Got a trunk full of booze I just gotta
stash .
Here comes a pig and he's gonna look.
I hope the judge don ' t throw the book,
at a minor with an obsession
who's in possession.
Oh , lord, I got the dropped transmission blues.
-Anonymous

DOG GONE
I know this dog
His name is Joe
I'd tell you about him
But I gotta go
-Anonymous

I'M A FOX!
As a fox I see all the cute dudes

while I walk around smelling for food.
I hear all the guys whistling at me
I eat Purina Fox chow with my tea
I have a feeling I ' m gonna die
If I ever quit being sly.
-Kay Brown

POEM
I sip my screwdriver
She gives me a hug
Her touch makes me shiver
As we lie on the rug
Her umbrella is sex
Her love is so light
It flies like a pigeon
And she has no stoplight
-Rusty McElroy
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THE EXTRA DRY GIN BLUES
When I am feeling down and in
a slump .
I drink some gin to get me
over the hump .
When I ask my girl to dance and
she turns me down .
I get my gin and go to town .
If you are a big man, tall or thin
Do what I do, Drink Extra Dry Gin.
-Gerald Cobbs

TWO TIMING BLUES
When you said you had to work late
our date would be another time
I decided I would go alone
and see what I could find
When I pulled into the drive-in
and I parked my car
I saw you just ahead
with that darling blonde-haired star.
Now as I lie in bed each night
I think of what you've done
The two-timing blues haunt me
because of you, you sorry son-of-a-gun.
-Pat Stringer

EL DORADO HIGH SCHOOL

SATURDAY
Saturday I smell bacon frying as always,
Hit the cold wooden floor as always,
Visit the stained white toilet as always,
Eat apple pancakes with Log Cabin as always,
Ride my green bicycle as always,
Stop in the jasmine-scented park as always,
But you 're not there.
-Gary C.

POEM
The dog sleeps in your chair;
Starts
At every strange noise
outside the door
and I rise with him
and look to see if you've come.
It is so cold
and I look out the window
at empty, snow-covered streets
and imagine you
coming toward me-It seems so much
Brighter then.
But you do not come.
-Anonymous

POEM
The stars are out .
I can ' t see them too well for the smoke.
must be a million bugs
around the street light outside.
The flowers have quit blooming now;
I picked a few, they look like
old crepe paper.
The clock's ticking.
The fan makes a hum
like a bee.
The sofa sags-All musty upholstery.
The wine you gave me
turned to vinegar.
Not much has changed
since you ' ve been away .
-Bill Nesbitt
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BRYANT HIGH SCHOOL

THE JACKRABBIT GIRL
I looked down and my toes had grown
like wheat in Kansas.
My teeth sprouted
like potato eyes in water .
My rather small ears
grew as long as an elephant ' s trunk.
My brown eyes became pink,
and my face has long furry whiskers .
All of a sudden
I wanted a carrot.
-Anonymous

THE LOVELY LIZARD

Scales like peanut butter
wrapped in summer sausage
claws with the shape of cars

madly racing in circles of cotton candy
Flying into a whirlpool of blood
the smell of rocks encases its body
while the thought of pizza danced in its head
alone yet together
standing bravely
afraid of the hawk above .
-Jim Dreher

NERVOUSNESS
This presence inside
is like a bulldozer
crashing into a mass of grapefruit
growing from a persimmon branch.
A cat clawing with all his inward feeling
and muscles upon a finely finished car.
Like hot liquified lead going down
through every blood vessel
through each brittle bone
and every layer of skin.
Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

-R . H.
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I WISH
I wish I had a million dollar bill
I'd buy whatever I wanted to
I wish I had a million dollar bill
But the only way to get it is to sue .
-Jimmy Barnes

CREATION
When I was born
I weighed 112 pounds .
I was 7~ feet .
I got up
and started to boogie.
This is true!
-Steve Lilly

GREAT DANE

I wish I had a great dane,
As big as a car,
He would chase sports cars,
And bury them in the back yard.
-James Barton

HOMING PIGEON
I am a homing pigeon,
Why did you take me away from
Why must I find my way back?
Why?

my

-James Barton

house?
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FEAR
Fear is a narrow bridge without any rails, over an ocean
that has waves 60 feet high .
Fear tastes like detergent from a washing machine .
Fear smells like the breath of a bull charging at you .
Fear feels like a tarantula crawling up your arm.
Fear sounds like a window raising when you are alone .
-Lachae Lewis

I WISH

I wish I were a
famous actor so I could wear all
the fancy clothes and all
the panty hose. When
I walk down the street all
those people look and stare
at me. Once in awhile they
whisper .

-Jamie Hill
MY DOOR

My door is a doormat
made out of iron .
The doormat has spikes
all over it,
And it says: Welcome.
-Laura W.

FEAR

Fear tastes like blackeyed peas .
Happiness is pink.
Devil
angry
Bugged
heavy
older people bug me .
so I turn them
into a moth .
-Brenda

ST. PAUL SCHOOLS, ST . PAUL

A CELLAR

The smell of a cellar
is very cool.
It makes you seem
far away.
The taste of a cellar
is like dirt smells
right after a summer rain.
The touch of the air
against your face
can make it seem like
someone is watching you
without you knowing it.
-Carol Parsley

ONE OCEAN
There is one ocean,
with coves having many names,
a single sea of atmosphere,
with no coves at all,
a thin miracle of soil,
alive and giving life,
a last planet,
and there is no spare.
-Jim Collins

CELLAR

A cellar is like the inside of a
gutted elephant . Watch out - you
might get lost .
-Jim Martin
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DEATH

Death is like a dream
you are sleeping so softly
not a noise will wake you.
Now things are getting darker
you don't know what to do.
Someone is calling your name,
but you just can't answer.
You try your best to open your eyes,
nothing will work. Someone
put a pill in your mouth and
some water. But it was too
late you couldn't feel a
thing it was too dark too
quiet and too soon to leave .
-L.L.R.

A BABY SNAIL

There was once was a baby snail
who couldn't crawl at all
Who wanted very badly to be able to crawl
But every time he tried he would only fall
Poor little thing, oh how he would cry
cause he knew
That was where he would be the very
day that he would die.
-Shanna Mounce and
Sue Baker
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PITSTOP , FAYETTEVILLE

THE THING
The thing snoops
around at night
He looks for his prey.
He has a very distinct
smell to him .
He loves the taste of his victims.
He is always feeling
around for traps
so he won't get caught.
Sometimes he just sits
and listens for you .
-Art Jones

THE NEW POEM
It will not
be as beautiful as some
It will not
be written by two but one
It will not
help you in grief and sorrow
It will not
be as long as time can borrow
It will not
be like life it will end sometime.
-Teresa Mitchell

I DREAMED
I dreamed I fell in the well, so
I climbed out, got a hold of my horse,
and ran after the rat that was
having sex with my sleeping
pills. I got the cow that had my
dog and took him back to nurse
his horse.
So I went to the barn and fell in
some hay when I heard my mom
say, bite my toe it feels sick
So when I climbed out of the bath tub
I felt my ring fall off my nose
When Big Bird came over I fell
in love with my wall and
the window opened so I fell out
of it and woke up .
-Janet Fritch
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BAKER ELEMENTARY, BENTONVILLE

DEATH

As you are walking
You hear someone talking .
Then you hear a shot.
It was you the bullet caught.
You fell to the ground
With a thud of a sound .
You fell like a stone.
You gave out a moan.
You rolled like a wheel
You hoped it was a dream
But it was very real .
One last thump on your head
Now you are dead .
-Kent Moore

FISH
Red , gold, pink and purple,
Wiggling everywhere
Can ' t you ever keep yourself still ?
Always swimming thru your mill.
I feed you every afternoon .
Don' t have babies I beg you please.
We don ' t have any more room.
-Brenda Crabtree

WHY DO BOYS LIKE GIRLS?
Just for style ,
or for the pleasure of it .
-Edward Allen Brown
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THE \-X>RLD

The World is like a marble or ball or pea
but it ' s not
it ' s an oval shape and as big as a star.
We live on the earth
and so does the rat, cat
and Paul Newman.
-Marsha Kelly McNelly

CHEETAH
So graceful when you jump the rocks
As graceful as a Ballerina
As pretty as a butterfly leaping in the air
Watch out cheetah and really fight
extinction.
I envy you with all my might .
As fierce as a lion
But still as gentle as a kitten.
-Brenda Crabtree

PLATYPUS
Dear Platypus you walk with such
funny grace .
I often wonder why you have
such a weird face .
You splash along in the
soft sweet water
Sometimes a son and
sometimes a daughter .
-Janet Pearce

LIE
Violets are green roses are black
sugar is sour and so is blood,
last night I sucked this hog's
body until it was dry as a prune
I sucked the blood out of a cow
it was so juicy it took me an hour
-Bobby Mattingly
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DREAM

I was laying there in the
sky and an angel came up
to me and he threw
me down to earth again.
I fell into the city dump
and a bum asked me where I
came from.
I said from the sky. He
said how do you get there?
I said you get on
a diving board and jump
as high as you can and then
you grab a cloud and float
away.
-Todd Stubbs
WHY DO DOGS BARK?

There are millions of dogs in the world .
They bark a lot.
I think there is a ghost dog that bites dog's tails
then the ghost jumps on a car
and the dog runs after it.
Some chase balls because they see the ghost
go inside the ball .
-Stan
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YOCUM ELEMENTARY, EL DORADO
I WISH I WAS

I wish I was a rabbit
a rabbit with a habit
But I would be aware
of a gun coming near.
I would eat a lot of carrots
and lettuce.
But not my tail.

TOP

-Robin Williams
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you hit and die.
Johnny Rudder
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A light is a rose with a bright shining
A road is like a map
that you drive on with your thumb .
A book is like a line of foxes.
-Robert

SOUND

The thunder told a lie ,
Saying he could scare
A wolf off a hill .
He wished he could make
As loud a sound as a wolf ,
Dreaming he could shake
A house right in two .
-Anonymous

I WISH
I wish I was a Bobcat .
I dream for some meat to eat for supper.
I lied to a farmer.
I told him that I haven't seen his daughter .
But I lied to him. Soo-w-a-a-w-a-w I said
And that means: I will get her yet .
-Bruce Stringfellow

I WOULD LIKE TO BE
I would like to be an antelope so
I could run like the wind and watch
out for that man to hunt me down. So I
could hide myself in the tall grass.
-Jonathan Redlin

TYSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL , SPRINGDALE

GRANDPA

Grandpa used to be in the
army. He was in the
World War .
I can remember Gramma
with bruises on her arms
She used to say, "I fell."
or "I hit it on the
wall." But we knew.
You see he wasn't a bad man
until, he went to war.
One night in the battle field
he got bombed . He then
got War Crazy. I
mean the war made
him crazy. Poor
Grandpa he's gone.
-Tammy Wilkinson

MRS. BLOCK

wore red socks
had a dog
It got lost in the fog.
-Keith Findley

INSIDE A WALL SOCKET
I am inside a wall socket,
I am very scared,
for if I move the wrong way,
Zip, Zow, Bam.
When I look outside,
I see a big tool shop ,
But if I look the other way,
Zip, Zow , Bam.
-Roger Newton
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EASTER RONDEAU
Easter is a time for eggs.
Little rabbits hop.
Little rabbits run and beg.
Their tails look like the mop .
I once saw a rabbit that did a jig
He did a jig on the copse.
Easter is a time for eggs
Little rabbits hop .
I had a rabbit that drank a keg
of beer and wouldn ' t stop.
He fell in and floated to the top
he jumped out and asked for figs .
Easter is a time for eggs.
-By Mrs. Edens'
5th Grade Reading Class

SUMMER TRIOLET
I've been working as a plumber
I work at Beaver Lake
Everyday there is a bummer
I ' ve been working as a plumber
I think I'd rather work with lumber
I think I ' d rather rake a snake
But I've been working as a plumber
I work at Beaver Lake.
-By Mrs. Edens '
5th Grade Reading Class

ANI-BALL
The rabbit pitched the baseball
and the catcher was a cat
but he couldn't catch at all,
because he was too fat.
The dog batter was too small
and he couldn't lift the bat .
He couldn't hit the baseball
because it knocked him flat.
The kangaroo ump called it a ball.
The rabbit pitcher didn't like that
so he called the ump a baseball rat.
The ump was so mad he ejected them all
and ended that crazy game of baseball.
-Mrs . King ' s
5th Grade Reading Class
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INSIDE A CAT ' S INTESTINES
What is it like?
Like the parts
of a mini-bike.
Oo groty!
Guess who made
up the word groty?
Santa Claus made
up the word groty.
He was covered
with soot and
he said , "Oooo groty!"
Groty is like the
inside of a eat ' s
intestines .
-Stan

SCHOOL
Students
hot, stuffy , bloodshot eyes
can hardly walk
piled with homework
a protest!
then,
three loud claps of thunder echoing
a burning pine cone
wheezing , sighing, screaming
the air is sticky
and filled with kids' breath
windows closed
doors closed
more work
bad grades
two-hundred sentences
a buzz in your ears
hotter, harder
finally,
a resounding ring
let out into
clean, cool, fresh moist
air .
-Robert Ziegler
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WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW
As I move my pencil, kids are moving theirs
Cars move on roads, birds fly in the sky
People work at their jobs
My mother is messing with hair
My teacher is messing with kids
Ronald Reagan is blowing off a lot of hot air
trying to be president
War is on in other lands
Men die and some come close to dying
Some people are having fun on vacations
Kids swim, surf , dance, and even ski
Everybody is doing something , even sleeping
-Mike Ramey

REVENGE
May hair grow on your teeth
and your lips as sharp as razors
and you eat your friend alive.
May you run into David Dickson
with his hip teeth chattering
and butcher knife in his hand .
May hairs grow out of your fingernails
and teeth grow in your ear .
- Jeff Dowers
THE GORILLA

I feel like a gorilla somedays . I climb trees, eat bananas , attack things, beat
my chest in anger, and find rusty machetes from many safaris. I ' ve been on Wild
Kingdom and Last of the Wild. I hate women gorillas , they ' re such a pest.
Following me to secret places , sleeping on the wrong side of the tree, always
biting me. I would like to be in a zoo and beat my chest for the public and show
my strength twirling tires in the air and be fed tons of bananas .
-Stephen Rachels
CURSE POEM
May your desk be full of frogs
May the legs of your chair
wrap around you like a bunch of snakes
May your toes fall off
when you break a piece of chalk
May your nose be as sharp as a pencil
-Anonymous
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POEM

he dived in the water after his hat
the water was turning and calling his name.
"Tony, Tony". His head went down and
it never came up . All I heard was a whisper,
it whispered, "I got him, now it ' s your turn . "
I ran and ran .

As

-Anonymous

}~y

you fall in a lake without shoes on
in the middle of the night and your feet
hit the rocks with tips like sharks teeth,
sharp and pointed and may you be a slave
the next day to me. I guess that's enough.
-Toni Hall

REVENGE
May your cannibals die, Alden, because they
got hold of me last summer on that dreadful island.
With your barbed wire fence which caught you last
night with your butcher knife and your machete
getting me every night. I screamed, but no one
heard me. Oh, what a night. It was late December
back in 1963 . Oh, what a night.
-Anonymous

MONTICELLO HIGH SCHOOL

A DRAGON
With big green eyes I stare unblinking .
The air tastes of sulphur
and smells of burned plants and earth.
My eyes raced over the shaking land.
Spotted the mountain erupting .
Puffing both fire and smoke
from bruised nostrils I could feel
the burning flying rocks.
Burning through my blue-green scales
The rocks weighed me down.
With one final lunge I fell.
With one solid wave the molten rock covered me .
-Kevin Watkins

RABID BAT
Echoes dance in a rotting brain
Trees and cliffs and flying things
Sound all the same .
I glide on
A moth brushes my wing
I cannot snatch without seeing
seeing with my ears in the summer night
I glide on with echoes
dancing in a rotting brain.
Until I hear a flying thing
so large I can ' t believe my ears.
I snatch at it .
It snatches back .
And rotting brain dances
on a propeller echoing through the night .
-Ramsay Ball
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ROOMS
A dog lies by the fireplace,
A skinny old man sits whittling,
The wind is blowing and it is starting to rain,
The horses start to neigh
A young man with a distant look sits alone,
The dog pricks its ears,
Then all is quiet and the young
Man in the corner has finally found friends.
-Alan Phillips

UNOFFICIAL REPORT ON THE PERSON OF - - - When I die the snow will say good-bye
The preacher will say I wish
I had his twelve-gauge
The gym floor will squeak no more
The juke box will say
that's the way
hu-huh, hu-huh, I like it, hu-huh
-Biggerstaff

POEM
I walk into Walmarts,

dodging customers as I go my way,
Down the aisles, by the cards and by the candies
farther deep into the maze of shelves.
There he is, where I knew he would be,
standing there to pass the time,
He browses all day and
when he gets tired
he will move to the next aisle
and play the radios
pretending to be interested
in buying one .
Someday I will get up enough
courage to ask Beethoven
what he thinks of all this
new music,
but today I will pretend to browse too,
and watch him
from the corner
of my eye.
-Steve High
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UNOFFICIAL REPORT ON THE PERSON OF M. RONAN

When the day of my death
arrives my horse will say
"She rode too much"
the window will say
"She saw too much"
the stage will say
"She showed not enough . "

LAURIE

Living alone with one child in a three room run-down house
really isn ' t her idea of fun
But she can ' t blame anyone
but herself .
She gave up a so-called rotten marriage for it .
She sits home and drinks beer,
getting fat
sets her alarm to go to work
at a chicken plant.
-Jenni Smith

GEORGE

George is dark like the night .
But not by looks; by his acts .
When people see him walk down the street,
They whisper "There ' s George" and then cross
to the other side .
He puts cats in washing machines
and ties bottle rockets on puppies tails .
He slashes car tires
and breaks bubble- gum machines
He is mean .
But he must live in this world
Because he is a common man.
As common as a two-headed calf.
-Tom Harrison
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THE COMM.ON WOMAN
She sits behind the counter
and strokes her doberman pincher-both as deadly as a stray bullet.
In her store stout liquid
is sold for ga~n to men with the need.
Inside the apron around her wrinkled neck
a small revolver ready and waiting.
On the wall, beside the bottles,
pretty pictures she has painted,
long ago .
-Marty Strough

THE FARMER FROM HUNTSVILLE
The hour is late,
no, early,
for it ' s morning
Farrowing house
smells of straw and urine
Twelve new pigs
good for a gift.
-Joyce Lichti

HIPPY FROM NEW YORK CITY
I'm dirty and skaggy and ugly
and I been wearing my jeans for two years
living in and out of trashcans, bus stations
for the sake of being free
for the sake of being me
I'm the Hippy from New York City
-David Wilson
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WEST JUNIOR HIGH-WEST MEMPHIS

THE SUN

One day a boy who was playing
with matches lit a field with fire.
The fire got to be so high that
people from all the world could
see it, so the people on Earth
decided to dig up the field and
cast it into space. All the people
agreed except for the boy's
father, but he was outnumbered.
So the people dug up the field
and I heaved it into space. The
boys father kept yelling Son, OR
Son, Come back. So then every
body started yelling son. And
everybody called the big fire in
the sky a sun.
-Robert
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yellow like the chicken hollowing in the night .
like the elephant I once had that liked to eat bones .
like red--the tongue my pet ate for breakfast.
blue like the pants I had on a year ago last night .
pink like the pig I once had in jail for eating my
pork chop.
-Michael McCauley

COTTON PICKERS
The sun blazing on their backs,
they pick cotton with their 100 lb.
bag of burlap strapped across their shoulders .
They sweat with blisters hanging
from their bodies.
As one worker falls out
from a sunstroke
he thinks to himself in joyful hope.
He says:
I dream of a nice, warm, comfortable house.
I dream of a big tall glass of water.
I dream of a nice wife.
I dream of living a good life.
I dream of being free from torture .
I dream of being alive again.
-Chris Pyron

so

I DREAMED

I
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dreamed a lion was in the house.
dreamed the lion ate our clock.
dreamed I ate with my pet.
dreamed I read with my ear .
dreamed an African drum on Mars.
dreamed a fire-breathing cat.
dreamed my insides on the outside.
dreamed a tree on an ant's head.
dreamed a pear in a dog's nose.
dreamed my foot in my eye.
dreamed a cow swimming in a green
Plutonian sea.
-Hentz Gordon

HAIRPIN TURNS

blade - the bird cut its foot in the snow.
fan - the bat stirred the wind and flew along the banks
of a smouldering creek.
-Anonymous
piano - a bunch of keys that never opens anything.
-Chris Dickens
cape - the wings of a hen over her chicks.
feather - snow floating in the sky .
-Tommy Taylor
blade - two women with a man.
rake - gathering rocks from the river.
-Jessie Fitzgerald

SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL

WAA
The helmeted warrior sped into the stream ,
around the enemy--hard and cold
He wielded his weapon with vigcr and strength,
his long, slim craft was slicing the waves
His craft was a kayak, his weapon an oa=,
His enemies--rocks, who impeded his journey
Cataract upon cataract, he had the victory.
-H. Keeton Lawson , Jr .
LADY GODIVA
It was a cold day,
dear lady,
that I first saw you.
Your horse was coal black.
And your toes blue.
The traffic, Miss Godiva,
stopped only for you,
Your hair was flapping in the wind
and your chest held high .
In and out you weaved
among the sightseers.
Each person' s eyes were filled
with the intoxication
of your bold deed ;
along with a few other things of yours
which were showing,
and growing
and turn a bit blue.
- Donna Larrison
THE SNAIL
The snail slithers slowly
Across the slippery ground,
Trying to find another snail
So they can mess around ,
As the weeks and months go slowly by
before the time he had to die
baby snails go crawling by.
Brought up on the ocean, they smell of salt,
They may smell bad, but it's not their fault.
The baby snails really smell
Though they look like soft egg shells
Their still real ugly and still do smell
There's nothing as ugly as a baby snail.
-Anonymous
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STUTTGART HIGH SCHOOL

FREDDIES
Cooks slapping veal on the stove
talk of children and husbands,
waitresses in tight pants flirt
with old men while bugs crawl
on the floor
Young girls and boys make out
In the back seat of cars
-Kathy
Religion - A cloud not seen the same way from any two angles.
-Terry Staton

POEM
Trodding home from work I finally
reach the familiar surroundings of
my home block. The dull houses
with square, squat foundations and
trees lined in straight rows. I
smell apple pie mingled with the
aroma of hotdogs burning over a
bonfire. Blase.
I reach my door, that rattles in
contempt , and am greeted by my nanny,
my wife that is, who growls and
curls her lips in tired disgust with
dirt rouge and mud pie knees. "Been
working in the garden?" "Hell, yes,"
she replies. I kiss her cheek. Nothing.
I sit down in my armchair and turn on the
football game , pop open a beer and at
dinner I fix her a TV dinner. At night
I shower, avoid her and dig a fox hole
to secure my side of the bed.
-Anonymous
Death - A rat eats the side of a pumpkin on the vine.
-Lori Lorince
Death - worms crawling on the shadows of a stone.
-Anonymous
Sex - A van at the races
-Anonymous
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JONESBORO HIGH SCHOOL

THE CREATION OF:

ICE

Once there was a puddle of Water,
which no one would give him
any respect, they just walked
all over him. He came very
cold hearted toward them.
He was so cold hearted toward
them for so long that he froze up.
From then on when everyone
came by him they teased
him. They all would yell
"I see E"

named~

c

-Sandie Freeman

DREAM
something to put on ice cream
-Bruce Beck
curlers tiptoeing in space
-Becky Stone
sleeping with my eyes open
-Vicki Cook
an alcohol soaked cottonball
-Debbie Kinward
you tell lies about me while I sleep
-Charlotte Blankenship
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THE CREATION OF THE MOUNTAIN
Once there was a little anthill . The
ants that lived inside thought they were
human. One problem was that all the ants
lied about things . Every day at least one
ant lied. Finally, a fairy told them she
would give them one more chance and after
that, the anthill would grow every time a
lie was told. But the ants just ignored
the fairy . She came again and said they
had one more chance. Again the ants
ignored her . The fairy did what she said
she would do . She put a spell on the anthill and it kept getting bigger every time
it heard a lie . The ants kept on lying.
About two years later the anthill was 40,000
feet tall. This is how mountains were
created.
-Tana Hill

THE CREATION OF THE THORN BUSH
There once was a man named Bib,
a hunter and fisherman by trade,
he loved to stalk and trample through
the woods after the fur animals that
he sold. One day he came across a
trout stream and he fished for many
days, he gutted and cleaned the fish
and threw the bones in a clover field .
Then came along a smart squirrel that
hated the hunter, he saw the bones in
the clover patch and he got an idea.
He wove the bones and the clover together
and made himself a house . Then he went
and teased the hunter into chasing him.
The squirrel ran into his house and the
hunter tripped and fell on the house.
His blood oozed and dripped from his
body onto the house and the house grew
and multiplied . And now when the
animals are frightened they just head
to a thorn bush.
-Jeff Lane

RISON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A MOSQUITO
I wish I was a mosquito .
So I could sneak around.
I would dart to and fro.
And I would be on the ceiling
while they look on the ground.
-Regina Jones

LONG AGO THE DAYS WERE BLACK
Long ago the days were black,
And people burned candles all the time
And at one place there was a huge candle
at a man's house
And he got sick and died
When he went to heaven
he took the candle with him
and he lit it in heaven
And that's how the sun
and moon came to be.
-Scott Miller

Corn- unbrushed teeth for a year.
-Melissa Rawes

HOW NIGHT AND DAY BEGAN
When night comes a man puts a big
blanket over the sky. When day
comes he takes it off.
-Anonymous
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THE YEAR

January is like a cold polar bear,
February is like a dog without hair,
March is like a bird in the sky,
April is like a crazy fly.
May is like a swan on a lake,
June is like a biting snake,
July is like a sweaty hog,
August is like a friendly dog.
September is a month I love to talk,
October seems how an old man walks,
November is the month I really fear,
Because December is the end of an old year.
-Kenneth Johnson

THE PRAYING MANTIS
Walking through the green woods with the smell of spring in the air. I
came upon two strange creatures of nature, propped upon a small gum tree's
weak limb . The creatures seemed to have been playing and very happy.
But I guess they were mating. Because one of these strange creatures
stopped and looked at the companion and devoured him and raised up and
prayed.
-Robbie Wyatt

Sex - A Sears and Roebuck catalog that you look at and wish about.
-Teresa Langford

lAM
I am an anteater,
I eat ants and termites;
Some people think I'm crazy,
But actually bugs are quite tasty;
My
He
So
We

brother is an aardvark,
eats the same things I do;
if we find an ant hill,
have fights over it.
-Alexander Dawson

POCAHONTAS HIGH SCHOOL

CREATION OF LOVE
Once there was no love,
How did love come about?
Some say the sun grew love,
But how did the sun come about?
Some say God made the sun,
But how did God come about?
-Anonymous

THE CREATION OF CREATION
Making or being made
You're one or the other .
Everything has its beginning.
All has its end.
By factory, hand,
or mind
,
either way its found the way to us.
Usable or useless it~ still created .
What's the meaning?
-Anonymous

I DREAMED

I dreamed I was eaten by a
toothless lion
I dreamed I was stabbed with a
2 by 4.
I dreamed I was run over by a
steam roller and then got up and
walked away
I dreamed I was shot by a tall
man in red.
I dreamed I was drug across an
ocean of glass .
I dreamed I was pulled through
a 2 inch hole.
I dreamed I was cast into a
sky of blood red fire.
-Cecil Tackett
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0~

I am an owl.
The way I get my kicks may
be different in many ways from the
way you get yours . I get my
kicks from scaring little boys
on camping trips . After all, with
the reputation of being wise it's
hard to have fun .
-Debbie Russell

THE BIRD THAT ATE
There was a Blackbird who ate and ate
He knew he would get fat
And he always ate when he felt bad
For dinner he ate a hat
So Monday he had a headache
And vomited on the floor
So he had to stay in the bed
Then somebody knocked on the door
It was his mother from Texas
She brought some vaccine
To settle his rumbling stomach
Then came Bluebird Maxine
She gave him a kiss on the cheek
And he felt so very good
That was when he stopped eating
And started choppin' wood.
-David Edmondson

HAIRPIN TURNS
Zebra - a mule that ' s been to jail
-Debbie Williams
Bank - a place to steal your own money
-Debbie Williams
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Death is
A bowl of oatmeal that's left in the icebox
for three weeks .
Death is
Dropping your mother' s mother's mother ' s clock.
Death is
getting a brass plated, velvet cushioned , steel
encased bed with a hand cut, machine
polished, granite slab to make sure you
get a good sendoff.
-Anonymous

HAIRPIN TURNS
Slow - giraffe eating peanut butter
-Tod Roper
Death - A puddle smashed into shining drops by my foot
- hurdles stand forlornly on the empty track
-Anonymous
Sex - my 85 year old grandmother swallowed her tongue
- a big squawkingbird with pink electrified feathers
-Anonymous
Cheerios - hula-hoops for ants
-Billy Nabors
Stepdad - a bowl of jelly with eyes
-Anonymous
Okra - eels out of water
-Diana Adams
Dancer - A worm trying to remove a girdle
-Anonymous
Parents- a jukebox that ' s always stuck
-Anonymous

MOUNTAIN -------VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
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THE CREATION OF PIANOS
The Creation of pianos came about when
a man whose name I have long
forgotten, a hunter by the way, tried
to beat a porcupine down off his
dog. While beating it down he killed
the poor thing and so he took its
flattened needles and laid them
on a log so as to dry out. He
then went home but that night
twenty or so nymphs came from
the river and so accordingly
arranged the needles in a row
and tied ribbons onto them and
the next morning the man came
out to the spot where he left
the needles . He saw how they
were arranged and slapped them
with his hand and heard the
sound they made and told
others who began making more
of these.
-Roger Knapp

I DREAMED
I dreamed the moon came waltzing down.
I dreamed she held me in her hands before I was born.
-John Hardaway
I dreamed the United States was the size
of an english pea.
-Glenda Richardson
I dreamed the wasp swimming through
the thick air ate oatmeal cookies.
-Lenora Branscum
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THE CREATION OF SNOW
The Little Raindrop was sad
why was he sad?
Because he was only a raindrop
and raindrops were nothing
They were dull and wet.
This poor Little Raindrop
wanted to be something
One day he ran away
headed toward the earth
t o kill himself,
but on the way
he was captured
by a band of clouds.
They took him to a prison
During his stay at prison,
he knitted himself a fine, lacy coat
to surround his cold, wet body.
After the clouds
released the raindrop
from prison, Little Raindrop
fell to the Earth
to die.
Although he didn't realize it,
he was a snowflake.
Everybody loved him.
-Sheila Freeze

THE DREAM

I dreamed that I was swimming
in an ocean of coke and chocolate
and that when I got out
my whole body was a
pimple and,
I dreamed that I was going
thru outer space on a slab
of cheese and that I was
killing the stars one by
one with an automatic
mouth.
-Jeannie T.
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HOW I WOULD MAKE A RAINBOW
If I were going to make a rainbow,
I would use five big giant bananas.
About one ton of yellow paint, orange, blue, green and red .
First I'd set the bananas one right under each other .
Then I'd climb the bananas and paint them.
Then I ' d get ten pots of gold and put at each end .
Then I ' d have my own rainbow .
-Brenda Cummings

DRACULA IN K-MART

I was in K-Mart one day.
I heard Dracula come in that day.
I heard him coming towards me that day.
I was at the transistor radios that day.
He picked up a transistor radio that day.
I smelled of him that day.
He smelled like pig slop 20 years old that day.
He sounded like a pig that day.
I bit him that day.
He tasted like pig slop that day.
I felt of him that day.
He felt like a fish that day .
I looked at him that day .
He looked like a skunk that day.
He bit me that day.
I died that day.
-Michael Elliott

I REMEMBER
I remember lying in the road on a cold day
under a cardboard box with cars coming by.
I remember stepping on my large animals.
I remember when I was riding a bike I hit my brakes
and flew through the handle bars into the gravel .
I remember when I was young
falling out of a chair
and a teacher slapping me.
-Anonymous
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BEING A SHOTGUN BARREL
If I were a shotgun barrel, I would
always get a little piece of something
crammed down my throat and a little
while later some wire thing would come
in the other end and scratch me . My
mean old brother the hammer would
jump forward and shoot that mess down
thru me and it would start all over again .
- Anonymous

I REMEMBER
I remember when my
cat fell off our porch that was
two stories high and died.
I remember my mother pouring
hot soup all over me .
I remember falling off the back
of the back of a baseball stand
and getting knocked out .
I remember a spring football
practice when I said I couldn't
participate because I had hay- fever .
-Anonymous

A PIECE OF CHEWING GUM
When in the morning everyone opens
this thing like a cave or hole,
They take me in the cave and bite and
that hurts,
Theybite and bite and bite. They're trying
to kill me,
And then they throw me away, because
they think I've had enough,
And I have holes all over me .
And then I feel like nothing .
-Donna Bryant
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I AM BROWN

I am brown . I go whoool
I eat rodents . I live in old buildings
and when I sit I can ' t help but hooting.
I have big brown eyes or yellow . I
can ' t see in the daylight . My name is
Victoria. I have to go now for I'm myself.

-Yvette Millsaps

CORNING HIGH SCHOOL

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND IN MY MIND
is gaining speed
as the calliope in my ears
Warps.
My sinuses are filled with
Circus.
The man on the flying trapeze
Has lost his wings
This Carnival is losing its momentum.
-Amy Berry

I AM NOT
I am not the sun that burns in the sky,
nor am I six feet tall.
I am me, do you hear , I am I
no more, no less, that ' s all .
I do dream however, but it seems so uncool.
For dreams, they never come true
To strive for your goal , knocked down
like a fool,
It's all so very uncool.
-Kristi Taylor

GENERALLY
I can 't get no satisfaction
Bad Vibrations
Are really splintering my heart
I ask for no credit
Baby, I 'll get none here
From the lines in your eyes
And the slant of your nose
I can tell
You ain ' t on top of things.
- Amy

Berry
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SO, I PLAY LOLA
I come home
She mutters
I come home
She mutters
I come home
She mutters
I come home
She mutters
I come home
She mutters

and say, I got an A.
fine, so I play Lola.
and say, he likes me!
fine, so I play Lola .
and say, I won a contest.
fine, so I play Lola.
and say, the dog did a trick.
fine, so I play Lola.
and say nothing.
fine, and Lola just died.
-Anonymous

UNOFFICIAL REPORT MADE ON THE
PERSON OF MR. TYLER
The Leather Jacket:
He was cool.
The Ford Pickup:
He took good care of me.
The Girlfriend:
He was a loving person.
The Guitar:
He played me all the time and kept me in good shape.
The Senior ring:
He kept me on through everything he did.
-Kenny Tyler
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ROOSTER WITH GUTS
Plucked his feathers out and he still crowed.
Locked him up where there was no morning,
he crowed.
Used him for a chopping block he still ,
yea, crowed.
Gave him all the feed, he got fat and still
crowed.
I ate him for dinner one night, in
the morning, I crowed.
-Jim Keen

Why
Why
Why
Why

the
the
the
the
Why the
Why the

sun shines. He can't hide no longer.
wind blows. There ' s nothing stronger .
rivers run. They can't walk.
brooks babb le. They can't talk.
trees die. They're tired of living .
wells go dry. They ' re tired of giving .
-Robert

POEM
The picture of my wife on my wall
smelled like wet cardboard
The sac k in the corner tasted like soot
The sounds outside my little building
were nice sounds, sounds of laughter
Sounds of hotdogs and apple pie .
The sink smelled drab and grey
the hills l ooked like flowers under the sun.
-Eileen Messner
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WHO IS TRUMAN CAPOTE - I AM NEW HERE, HELP ME
My name is Alexyiu Roquefort ,
I am partly African
I throw spears at dinosaurs,
My mother is a U. S. chipmunk,
I play Rugby for Antarctica,
And they don ' t even have a team.
The eskimos of Brazil worship me
because they think I make coffee,
My brother ' s name is Johnson Reginald,
He climbed Mount Skaskatch with a
bunch of yard apes as guides.
One of them was Richard Nixon, he
is married to an overgrown toenail with
athlete ' s fungii .
The toe is really cheating on his other
wife who is a Chinco Uraguan,
Also runs the dry cleaners on the corner
of Mao-Tse-Tung and Chaing-kai-Sheik.
His left eye is really a bionic foot, although
Its wires are connected . 46 pounds of dead weight,
which is called his brain.
His Aboriginal slave happens to be
my ~ brother whose wife complicates
my entire nervous system.
I hate these hilarious, ridiculous creatures
called Senators .
Who is Truman Capote?
I am new here, help me .
Although I do have relatives in the Himalayas,
I think you call them "Abominable."
Why do people call me strange?
-David Patton

THE THIRD EYE
The third eye can see
Theology, physics, and philosophy.
The third eye can see
The rusted gears turning in
reverse in Sullivan' s head.
It can see ideas, mathematics .
After the other eyes are blind and dead,
The third eye sees God.
-Chris Simpson
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A TEXTBOOK WITH GUTS

I hated that book. I hated the homework.
I'd bring that book home everyday, do my
homework and lay it on my desk.
Oh how I hated that book.
I decided to get rid of that book.
I burnt it, but when I went to bed it
was on my desk.
I buried it, but when I went to bed it
was on my desk.
I fried it, but when I went to bed it
was on my desk.
I c ut it up in a gillian pieces, but when
I went to bed it was on my desk.
I threw it in a bottomless pit, but
when I went to bed it was on my desk .
I flushed it down the toilet, but when I
went to bed it was on my desk.
I ate it, but when I went to bed I died.
-Linda Larr

GROUP POEM

A - bone white which means the smell of delayed milk
but not ruined at the split second of dawn .
-Anonymous
E - chinese and crafty, rare and mean, green and yellow,
braggert and skinny .
-Clark M.
I - ice blue, cold like a pond frozen over
in the winter, or the eyes of a blind dog.
-Susan llatson
0 - green; a martian who has eaten swamp apples.
-John Widder
U - yellow, a feverish bank president
about to cash in.
-Anonymous
McNeal

FOUNTAIN LAKE HIGH SCHOOL

MY THIRD EYE CAN SEE

Love and beauty as far as I know.
Can see the rain turn to snow,
can see a caterpillar
turn into a butterfly.
I don' t know how
and I don't know why
but I sure am glad
I 've got a third eye .
-David Robertson

VOWELS

A is black like my friend
who lives down the street,
like the day before it is day .
E is green like the way I
felt when she looked better
than I, like the moon and martians.
! is white like a butterfly
spreading its wings - pure and simple,
like an angel blowing a kiss .
0 is blue, like the depths of an
ocean, scary, not knowing what
lies beneath, like your lips
in the cold.
U is red like a war filled
with hatred , blood and revenge.
-Patricia Burks

CHANGES
I used to
But now I
I used to
But now I

be
am
be
am

a
a
a
a

tiger deep in the forest,
lily sitting in a florist.
hockey player, the star of my team,
toothpaste salesman, selling Gleem.
-Anonymous
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A LIE
A lie is like a dream
of a ruler which you break
and find it's your finger.
When your eyes are shut
and you can't hear,
when you step on the ground
and miss
when you eat a mouse
that isn't real.
-D.W. G.

CHANGES
I used to be a cougar
But now I am a cat.
I used to be an elephant,
Now I'm not even fat.
I used to be a pro,
Now I am a nerd.
I'll bet this is the dumbest poem
That you ever heard.
-Karen Thomas

THE MULTI-FACETED IGNORANT
Look at his eyes
The way he stoops and sighs
Old Eddie's boy did that way
Before the police got him and put him away
Can't talk right to no one no more
His parents don ' t know
What he does when he closes the door
Ain't they all that way now
Well, got to go any how
Kids'll be home soon
I'm afraid for them anymore in the afternoons
They don't come in early anymore.
-Robert Morris
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THE SATURDAY NIGHT BLUES
The moon is riding high and the
stars are shining bright.
The guys are looking around for
a chick tonight.
I'm sweet sixteen and the time
is right;
So why am I sitting home on a
Saturday night?
I curled my lashes and I did
my hair
All the time I was thinking, you guys
better beware.
I dressed real cool, I ain't no
square
But I'm home on Saturday night,
just sitting there.
-Kathy Rogers
GOLD FISH
My flesh becomes his golden scales.
My mouth once talked of knowledge
Now all it does is suck in dirty
Water and expel it through my gills.
Day in and day out I taste only
Stale food from a cardboard box.
I see only my friends and myself
swimming constantly around and
Around in the glass aquarium
Getting nowhere and doing nothing .
-Anonymous
ORANGUTAN
I got a whiff of a precious banana,
I got it and peeled it .
Its taste was that of animal heaven.
I laid down to rest for awhile.
Along came my wife.
I had chosen her,
because she had fur
softer than any of the others.
She was pregnant now.
And I wondered
How my kid would look.
-Anonymous

BELAIR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, PINE BLUFF

BIRDDOG
I see the small quail cuddled in their nest,
Then I smell their feathers as they flutter.
Then I hear their hearts beating like war drums,
As I draw closer to the feathered creatures
And as I jump and catch one of them,
I feel their wings flapping as they try to get away,
And I taste their dusty feathers .
-David Shaw

BLUES IN MY BONES
Blues in my bones and I
can't sit down. I'm trying
so hard to make it to my
seat . But blues in my bones
hinder my feet.
-Rose Withers
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4 WAYS OF LOOKING AT DEATH
When I look at death I see a
pale woman dancing in a dark
deep well.
I see when I look at death sad,
sorry faces all of woman.
When I look at death I see
little girls laughing.
When I look at death I see
woman.
-Suzanne Boston

Sex - The sun jumps on top of a cloud.
-Anthony Dailey
Death - a tear drop mixing with the Maybelline .
-David Frank
A COMMON MAN

A do-nothing brother
who has the mind of a fiend
Hustles all others
No- one's friend
-Mike Henderson
Sex - the sun and the moon during an eclipse.
Death - the sound of a roach as the shoe comes down.
Religion- the first time you're down on your knees is
when you fall in front of the truck.
-Jerry Cooper
Night - When a bear stands in front of the sun.
-Cindy Hill
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Sex - After the telephone call , the tomboy turned into a lady .
- Anonymous
Sex - Planting a radish seed and getting a watermelon
-Anonymous

DEATH
It tastes like a piece of stale bread.
Smells like my old friend Fred.
-Anonymous

Word Count - Sitting Drowsy Stomach Glitter Eyes Puzzled and
Soft Feeling Dancy Noise crying out Loud Someone Help me I can ' t
Translate this weird Life of mine. All sane All time
-Earnest Bryant

RELIGION
A monkey praying for a banana
- Carol O'Cain
A deaf old woman goes to Church
- Karen Nie
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THE MAN

In church
wearing black.
Glasses-thick,
ambered- tinted,
strange-framed.
Lips protrude.
Mouth moves,
tries to grab
words back
to keep for
another day .
The man
stands and walks;
slu-footed.
Right leg
hardly moves
Walk; noisy
and fast
approaches
a Rambler.
climbs in,
drives away.
-Arleen Gipson

PLASTIC COLORS
A question asked.
I replied positively .
7:15 Friday evening,
Pike Lanes.
Unaware of hours ahead.
A walk
A rest
A nightmare .
Christmas was near .
My eyes covered with plastic windows.
In terror I stood .
On a hill I met the sun.
-P.R.

RUSSELLVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL

THE REASON WHY PEACOCKS HAVE EYES ON THEIR TAILS
The Peacock was once a bird with a beautiful
body but a white tail. Everybody used to stare
at the Peacock. Somebody felt sorry for
him and painted his tail brown and green,
then they put mirrors on the ends of it . When
you look at the Peacock the mirrors
reflect your eyes. That's why he has
eyes on his tail.
-Mike Troglin

HEAR THE DISASTER
With golden bats hanging
And eating wild roses.
The land in the sea
Will hold the swine
And trunks will suck
Turkeys, bats, and Hippos
In the dreaded water.
With might, woe to the animals
The winter will die blooming
and will the sunshine
still shine down here?
The moving stone
slides and kills
the wind,
stirring the forest .
-Bill Pinson
HALT YOU STUPID SOLDIERS
Might Private Birnen be hung
and be buried with wild roses?
Yes, in the land I see.
He was a swine,
Last night he was drunken and kissing
and dunking Miss Haupt in the water.
Wait! The food is ich, yuc.
In winter, I'll die eating that blame food .
He'll be murdered tonight,
and shot and drowned.
Die he must!
Bury that stinking food with him
and away from the wind,
So I can't smell it.
-Mike Davis
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HALF THE BEANS
Mit Gelben Birnen was going to be
hanged
He was accused of playing volleyball in a wild rose garden
So he ran away to a land called
Den See
Then he met a girl named Irene
Holden Schwane
And her br other Trunkden von
Kussen
They were from Turkey
And they lived in a town
called Wasser
Next Winter we will die from
Blumen and Wo
Then they sneezed
And scratched their ear
The next day they found out
that Maurene Stehn had died
-Emily Hooper

FOOD SURPRISE
When German babies hunger .
And children with wild cats .
Daddy ' s plowing land in the field
Mom is washing out the mats
All around the neighborhood
People are all singing.
I wish , I wish, I wish, I wish, I wish I had more food.
More yes more of that rich food .
It's winter time , we have no food
soon we shall all die .
Up from the ground,
Popped old green bean
With food for everyone .
Even little doggies got hamburgers
by the pound .
-Claudiette White

DARDANELLE MIDDLE SCHOOL
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AEIOU
A.
of
A.
A.

is yellow like the rainbow itself , the love and passion
King Henry the twelfth .
is black like an empty sector of space.
is a color of a sick dog eating a cat .

E. is white like a blizzard that's the cause of
1000 deaths at once.
E. is orange like the glimmer of Cher ' s dresses .
I . is plain like running water.
0 . is
off a
0 . is
0 . is

black like the blackness which comes from falling
hay wagon.
green like the blood of a vulcan.
blue like Dardanelle's old school dishes .

U. is red for a woman and a dog and silence .
U. is purple the color of many things that are fancy .
U. is puce like dyed tennis shoes .
Lisa Chandler
John Harrison
Jim Passmore
Lesli Wood
Toni Taylor

Kim Wode
Rickie Robinson
Sheila Gusepohl

L. B.

A·, the redness of an apple
E; the black and white of a penguin
I; the face of a very smart person
0; the color of an orange

U; the color of a silver bracelet
-Mi tcheal Garrison
THE MAN AND THE SODAPOP MACHINE
The Man said : Give me a coke
The Machine said: Plop Crunch Slurp
The Man said: Thank you , now give it to me
The Machine grabbed the coke and poured it on his head
The Man got furious and kicked
The Machine
The Machine got mad and said: Here's
your coke squirt
- Kenneth Qualls
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FISH
One day a little boy
was badly in want of a toy.
So he plugged in a cord,
and started cutting on cardboard.
First he cut out a fin .
He cut for hours on end.
Then one day he wanted it to come alive.
He took it to a witch
and she said tish, tish, tish.
And that was the
beginning of the fish.
-Naomi Arnold

DREAM

I dreamed I was hunting and got shot by a squirrel with .22
caliber revolver.
I dreamed I was fishing and hooked a big one only to be hooked
by him .
I dreamed I was quail hunting and fell in a quail's nest only
to be pecked to death by a woodpecker.
I dreamed I was mountain climbing and the mountain fell.
I dreamed I was catching butterflies and they took
my net and beat me up with it.
-Donny Smith

CARS WITH GtrrS

Boy do cars have guts, getting
out there dodging one another
blowing their spouts at each other.
Hey dum bunny you passed a stop
sign, going through the park see
two love bugs 1907, Hey sweety pie
how about a little kiss on my left
bumper got too many dents on
my right . See two chevy trucks
playing chicken.
-Kirk
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THE CLARINET WITH GUTS
That crazy clarinet with guts
It would drive me up the wall.
First Bach , then Beethoven, then Rock.
It drove me crazy .
That clarinet with guts.
I would pick it up and throw it at the wall ,
then hit it , stomp on it ,
I would run to the top of the bui lding
and drop it. As it fell it played ,
"Follow the Yellow Brick Road. "
Then, "The Funeral March. "
Then it would hit the gr ound .
Finally it would lie there tooting t he scale .
I would run down, pick it up and put it on t he s helf.
One day I picked it up
ran up the stairs ,
and then it happened .
I tripped over the railing
I fell 20 stories
then I heard that crazy clarinet .
It played , "Open those Pearly Gates . "
-Bret Yount

If I only had five minutes to live
I would go to the store
And I would buy a roll of lifesavers
And I would put one in my mouth
And that would save my life , maybe .
-Cheryl Cole

THE CHAI NSAW WITH GUTS
That old thing just digs
them teeth i n that old har d
wood. It ' s a wonder that
thing just don ' t cut out
right in the middle of one
of them big old tough trees.
But it don ' t . It just
keeps on going . It grinds
and chews and pretty soon that old
tree falls flat on its
side .
-Stan Mooney
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JUKEBOX WITH GUTS
There was a cafe that opened at 5:00,
A policeman walked in to rest a while.
A robber walked out from behind the counter
And told him to drop the gun, or smother,
The jukebox got guts to turn himself on,
And scare the robber to drop his gun,
He turned himself on full blast,
And scared the robber half to death.
He dropped his gun with a bang,
The policeman picked it up and sang.
-Dean Stepp

4 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A PIG
Don't look at a pig as
an old dirty thing.
Think of a pig as a rich person
with a black tuxedo on.
Don't look at a pig
like it just wandered
into the world by itself.
Look at a pig as one of
God's few Phillis Dillers.
Don't think of a pig as
a snub-nosed snot.
Just sit back and be
glad you don't have to
make handkerchief g for it.
Don't think of a pig as
a wiry-tailed stouge.
Think of a pig's tail as
a shishkibob stick.
-Tim Bequette

TURTLE ROY
Roy the Turtle is so slow,
A snail could beat him going slow,
In a race it would be like,
setting a rocket against a minibike.
-Edward Tate
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4 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A TRACTOR
When I look at a tractor I think of a shark eating small fish.
I think of a bear trampling the ground.
I think of a lion roaring out a warning.
Or of a turtle running at full speed.
-Eddie Proctor

ONE DAY IN THE LIVES OF AMERICANS
I see a boy sitting on the dock as if a boat was going to pick him up.
-Sandy Reese
I see the gypsy peering through her crystal ball.
-Terese Logue
I see the zookeeper watching over his animals as they sleep.
-Cheryl Cole
I see a child clip clop through the hall with mud on his feet.
-Felicia Maggard
I see a door-to-door salesman talking his jive.
-Doug Mabry
I see the old poet sitting all day long trying to think of the right word.
-Terri Richey

Roy the TurtiP is so slow,
A snai I could beat him geing slow,
In a race it would be liKe,
setting a rocket against a minibike.

CRITTENDEN COUNTY PROJECT
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WEST ELEMENTARY, JONESBORO

WHEN I WAKE UP

The sun splashes my bed like water
I hear the click clunk of the garbage man
I hear the cars honking like a million geese
Outside I hear my friends calling,
"Hurry up or we won't wait," like a warning bell.
As I walk out the door I hear
the mailman whistle like a million birds.
-Lory Tillman
THE RIVER
I am a river

A boat ran over me
I smell the fish that swim through me
I taste the gas the boat left in me

It tastes bad
I feel the fish in me
I see the fisherman
He caught a fish
I hear the frog croak
I see the deer drink
I hear the hunter coming
The deer ran away
I see the crane fly high over me
He is big
A kingfisher scoops up a fish
I t is big
He lands on a log and eats it
And flys away

People come with fish
And dump them in me
I watch them swim through me
And the men drive away
-Robbie Gambill
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THE LOCKET
Click goes my locket as
I put it in my pocket.
Snap goes the scissors as I
cut a picture to put in it.
Snap goes my locket as I put
it round my neck, it hangs down
like a branch on a willow tree.
Crack goes the chain as it falls
from my neck, crunch goes my
locket as I step on it . And that ' s
the end of my pretty little locket.
-Diane Heise

THE CHASE
The big bully chased me down the street,
ka-plunk, ka-plunk goes his ten pound feet.
He was gaining on me around the turn.
I tell you, my shoes were about to burn .
Whizz! went a car between him and me,
and old bully got scared and ran into a tree.
I told the kids I was sorry I can't stick around and play
But that bully was coming well on his way.
Boom! Boom! went his stomach like a drum in tune ,
I got home none too soon .
-Jerry Ingle

THE

BIRD

I wish I had a gigantic hollow bird,
and inside it had a chirper so loud that
all through the world it could be heard.
It would be the greatest bird ever known,
and I would charge people plenty just to
have it shown.
I wish it had controls in it like a big
jumbo jet,
and I would be the only one to fly
it. And that I never would regret.
-Jerry Ingle
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THE GHOST HOST
I wished I was a ghost
And I was the host
of all the ghost
And I would scare
everybody everywhere
and I would tell the ghouls
to tear down all of the schools
And I would scare
everybody everywhere
Then I would scare a bear
out of his hair
And I would get the ghost host award
For being the best of all the ghost host
-Scott Wiggins

THE RABBIT
I feel the dog's breath
on my back as I run.
I see the dogs behind me & the
men with guns following me.
I taste the cold water going
down my throat.
I smell the old sawmill
as I come near.
I feel the bullet whiz by
my neck as I turn into the brier
patch and now I feel safe cuddling
up with mother.
-Bruce Alan Guthrie

The clinkity, clinkity of the c hains
as you drive up a snow covered
mountain. The strutting of the car
is like a baby trying to walk and
falling . As the other cars zoom by
like a jet we wonder why the
car won ' t make it too . Soon we
hear the spheeee of the tire like
the slowing of a record .
-Libby Gurlen
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY , JONESBORO

LOOK-A-LIKES
John looks like a zoo with all
kinds of animals in it .
Keith looks like an unfinished quilt .
Arkansas is as beautiful as the land
of Mother Nature.
Snow is like feathers drifting down
from heaven .
-Anonymous

POEM
A butterfly is like a man
deep in love .
A tiny mouse is like a warm
soft blanket .
A side of a page is like a
prickly eye of a pin.
-Rusty

POEM
John's shirt is a green meadow without
flowers.
My jacket is a wild fire crossing
the country.
John's hair is a dark night in
summer.
Todd's shirt is a rainbow in the
sky.
A tornado drill is an orange being
squeezed .
-Keith Ingram
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THE ABC ' S
Alice was
Baking
Cookies for
Dinner that
Evening for her
Friends
Gary
Harold and
Ivan . She was going to
Join
Kenny and
Lorri to
Marry some
Night on
October in
Pennsylvania
Quietly, but
Robert
Slapped
Tom
Upward to
Virginia
While

X-rated movies were of
Yankee
Zebras
-Charla Scallions
DANCERS
The dancers on American
Bandstand are like wind
up toys.
The people are a foot
stepping riot .
Dancing on platforms
is dancing in air .
The music is a
windstorm .
The clothes they
wear are clown ' s
dress ups .
-Kelly Vaupel
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SOUTH ELEMENTARY, JONESBORO

HOW I WISH
I wish Hawaii was just all
mine I'd cut the roots just to
swim around the world.
I wish to live with my Uncle Bob
I wish I could dance with the Hula girls
I wish I could own the coolest car
in ~he world. I wish I wish wish
wish.
-Kenneth R.

A MATH BOOK
I see the desk opening, like
a tiger opening his mouth
The dirty hands rubbing on my
cover, like sandpaper rubbing on edges
I hear the teacher say, turn to
page 298, like a general giving a
command
I smell the inside of the desk,
it smells like an old storage room
-Hunter H.

THE TORNADO
I turn things inside out
I am as mean as a horse
with a burr under its saddle
I rip things out of their places
I don't ring the doorbell
I barge in
I have no heart
I am cold
-Alison McDonald

Footsteps walking behind you
in a dark alley sound like the
tic of an old spooky grandfather
clock hidden in the cellar.
-Tad Rogers
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BYE BYE J . G. I
I wish J. G. was a ball of silly puddy.
I would twist and shape him
and pull him apart .
I wish I could turn him off
like I do a light .
That light would always be dark.
I wish two men would come
with a paddy truck, to
pick him up and take him
to Arkansas Service Center
to lock him up.
I wish he would come to my
house. Mother's man-eating
fern would grab him for
dinner.
I wish he was a fish in my
aquarium. I'd run him through
the filters.
Bye Bye J. G.!
-Richard Cates

RACE

The clip clop of the
shoes are relaxing,
but in a moment they
will become thunder.
Being loaded in a small
space, you hear the clink
of metal doors, locked in nice
and tight.
A bell goes off like a
million fire alarms, open
track before you.
They dart out fast, so do
you .
you slip but recover, you
must. Steel shod hooves
sound pretty on a track,
not on a guy's head.
The last furlong, two are
new in front, you're third,
coming on with untamable
speed like the sound
of a river, catching the
leaders you swish under
the wire.
-Richard Cates

SEBASTIAN COUNTY PROJECT
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RAMSEY JUNIOR HIGH, FORT SMITH

DAEDALUS

I watched my son
Fall from the sky.
I had to let him go.
The fear that filled
His salt sprayed cry
Only father and son
Will know.
-Melonie Coleman

With wings of silk, a butterfly
Appears as a splatter painting
On a black canvas.
Gliding in the breeze,
With a flash of orange and red,
It settles into orchids.
-Leslie Gibson

THE TIDAL POOL

The shrinking tide left pools
That teemed with life,
The rocks held barnacles
And driftwood floated .
A hermit crab carried
A battered shell .
Under the rocks
An anemone waits
For an unlucky fish.
A clot of bubbles
Bursts under the sun.
A sea star
Covers a clam.
-Bryan Fowler
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SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, FORT SMITH

DOVE
The gray dove
Darts across the cornfield
Toward an apple grove.
A shot pops;
The dove glides
Into an oak stump .
-Martin Waeldon

CLARK COUNTY PROJECT
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PEAKE MIDDLE SCHOOL

GREAT UNCLE WILLIE
Great Uncle Willie he sit
and look and stair at us
ever morning at breakfast
Poor Uncle Willie how he stair
-Dora

THE LETTER
Dear Miss Sally Day
As you know it is
May .
The flowers are
blooming. I feeling gloomie.
Signed
Miss Adrea Kay

-Pam Kinard

There's a punk behind me
kicking my chair
and if he don ' t stop it,
I swear. . •
- Anonymous

THE POEM ABOUT ME
I ' ll tell you about me
If you will tell me about you .
I like to play football,
I like to play basketball,
I like to play baseball,
I like sports.
And that ' s about all .
-Tommy Malcom
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LITTLE
I am the sister of him
And he is my brother.
Be is too little for us
To talk to each other .
So every morning I show him
My doll and my book;
But every morning he still is
To little to look .
-Terrylee Francis

SCHOOL
School is like Jail ,
and it stinks and smells,
Some people think it's a worthy case
I don ' t like it, I hate that place
-J.P . S.

IF I HAD 3 WISHES
If I had 3 Wishes
I ' d be very happy
I'd run tell my maw and,
I 'd run tell my pappy
They would both tell me
What to wish for
My maw would say wish for a dish
And my paw would say to
Wish for a new screen door
-Anonymous

THE GODS

A god that bleeds is a God
indeed a God that bleeds
is a God in need A god
that talks is a God that
walks A God that screams
is a God that has dreams
-Bill Rogers

ME
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This is Me,
Can't "ou see.
I can fly over the ocean blue,
And also tie my shoe.
I can kill a fly.
But sometimes shy.
That's me can't you see.
-Sandy Wingfield

JACK AND JILLY
Jack and Jilly up a mountain.
To get a stone. Jack fell down and
Jack brake his arm. And Jilly came
running after him and Jilly lost
her shoe.
-Deanna

there was a little house
in the water and I ran to get it
and a man was trying to get out of the house but
he could not get out of the house
and I ran to get out and the floor cracked
but I didn't stay in the thing
-Laura Balch

CENTRAL ELEMENTARY

RIVER NANGOON
A River Nangoon
like garbage. He chases
garbage trucks and gets
all the garbage. And
that ' s his meal . Wen
he goes to sleep
he sleep for two days.
Wen he gets up he
goes and try to
find a girl River Nangoon.
-Anonymous

River nangoon
sloppy river tree cow
-Anonymous

The boy in the game
could not do the same
as the others that came
because of their fame .
- Tony Merritt

LIE
I am presadent Nixon.
I beleive I am he .
He I am.

-Kari Luther

Penny and Barney are
my Bassett hounds .
You ought to hear their sound.
They bark and howl
at Toby my cat .
He sits there and looks
he's so lazy and fat .
-Stan
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THE TRAIN
I was riding my bike
down the track
With no headlight
It was gray, dark, and night
And then there was dawn
at the edge of the land
It came closer, then there was
nothing but the cold steel
of the track
- William Tucker

I know a little song,
The name is spring.
I can't sing it now,
Cause I don't know the tune.
-Melinda

THE ANIMALS
Theres a Zebra in the kitchen
Theres a Tiger on the roof .
Theres little Bears eating ice cream,
thats what i like
-Anonymous

FIDDLER IN THE AIR
When I float through the air
playing my violin, I shake
that stick like it is a sharks fin.
When I throw my stick in the
crowd, they shout out loud .
-Billy Hawkins
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GURDON HIGH SCHOOL

DREAMS

Dreams are like snowflakes they drift slow
are even like a story with a sad ending .
Dreams are like old blue jeans they
slowly fade away . Are even like a
t ree t hat takes a long time to grow. Or
even like a bird singing which is
sometime hard to understand .
Dreams are like a plant that needs
water.
-Marcia Smith

ATTENTION
Attention : I want
your attention he says
to the class .
But he can ' t
have everyone's full attention
like listening to the band
as it practices.
Someone in the back
passing something.
Be said, is it a poem
three people says its not
one says it is
So what it is
only a few people know
attention is always distracted
the baby requires more
attention than any other person
but still he or she
doesn ' t get mother's full attention
so he cries
mother comes running back
giving him more attention
the mind has something
in it all the time
attention isn't fully given
to anyone.
-Nathan Whisenhunt
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Ideas are a quarter
a piece
These will be good
ones at least
But for the poor
a nickel will do
but I can't be sure
that they're unused .
These are silly things
I've heard in this room
Can you help me better
my poem's pretty soon.
-Rowena Jester

THE SHADOW

The shadow coming
From everything .
Coming from the water oak
And pine tree
Leaves and needles .
Not being blurred
By their movement
Of the wind blowing them .
Not disturbing anything.
Shadow from the building
Just sitting there.
Not moving like
The shadow from the leaves.
Not breaking when someone
Or something walking through them .
But grass, grass has no shadow
Someone says.
Yes, it does I say .
We are too big to see
Its shadow.
The ant can see
its shadow.
So can other small bugs.
So, every live thing has one.
-Nathan Whisenhunt
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PAPA
He's sweet as a pie
I'll miss him when he dies .
He prays day by day,
"I ' ll get better" 1 know he say.
Still he lies there
sad and worried
God will answer his prayer
But God can't be hurried .
-Shena Livingston

IRON AND STEEL
IRON AND STEEL. COLD AND STEADFAST.
MAN , I WISH I COULD TAKE IT AND BEND AND
MOLD IT INTO A SUPER-STRUCTURE!
COMPLETE WITH STEAMING COPPER, RODS OF
SPIRALING }fETAL. SHEETS OF LOFTY GLASS !
I WOULD STAND AT THE BASE OF THE THING
AND LOOK UP ••• TILL l ALMOST CRACK MY
SKULL FALLING BACKWARDS ON MY SIDEWALK .
JUST THINK OF IT, CHARLES !
BUT YOU GOTIA USE CRANES AND SCAFFOLDS;
EXTENTIONS OF HUMAN MUSCLE-TO ACCOMPLISH A CONCRETE DREAM
AGREE WITH ENVIRONMENTALISTS ! !
I LIKE DUCKS AND HERONS AND ALLIGATORS ...
ESPECIALLY ALLIGATORS !
BUT I LIKE PROGRESS MORE .

I

STONY SHAPES AND SMOOTH WALLS OF MAMMOTH
MONSTROSITY .. .
IS T,US MORE VALUABLE THAN OUR ALLIGATORS?
MAYBE NOT , BUT I STILL WANT 10
SHAPE . .. FOIU1! BEND AND HOLD.
-Charles Rudolph

If all the teachers,
were preachers .
Think what a
sinful
world it would
be.
-Anonymous & Totally Unanimous
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ARKADELPHIA HIGH SCHOOL

RAVING FUN

One by one we was having some fun
in the den
Two by two I took off my shoes
Three by three I took the key to the den
Four by four I closed the door to the den
Five by five we began to jive
Six by six we played with some sticks
Seven by seven it was just like heaven
Eight by eight my mother was late
Nine by nine my brother started crying
Ten by ten I slapped him upside the head and we
started all over again.
-unknown

Love is a funny thing
A guy thinks he owns you
just because he gives you a
ring . Then he tells you a
bunch of stuff that makes
you want to do his thing.
It brings you down like a
fool which makes you dropout of
school . And when he's not able
to take care of you, you are wishing
you would have did
like your mother told you to.
-unknown

tonight while i ' m in his strange arms i am
indifferent and alone and lost and unwelcomingly loved
{je lui aime bieu)
i want only to be in your arms your arms
because tonight when i will be in his strange arms
i will be again
so indifferent and so alone and lost and
unwelcomingly loved
-jwe
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PRAYER I 93
The steady dr umming of my head against a wall
continuous and complete
inward downfall
There ' ll be sunshine
in time
Energy has gone from once worthy veins
A trodden expression reflects all the pains
Tomorrow ' s the day
look away
Foreign streams of tears from a deep heart
Soulful transgressions ripping the
body apart
Today is not a friend
hasten its end .
-unknown
THUMB

A THUMB--ON THE SIDE
DIFFERENT--FROM ALL OTHERS
A LONER--BUT NECESSARY
-unk:1.0wn

The craziness of teen-agers.
The weird ways they act.
Their strange plots for revenge.
And their definite lack of tact.
-Sheila M. King

As I walk in French class

And sit down on this bench
Everyone is thinking
of everything but French
-unknown
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MY MUSIC OF FRIENDS

Blue and green
Blue and green
These are my friends
Blue and green
Blue and green
Soft
Soft
Hear
Soft
Soft

and weird
and weird
my friends
and weird
and weird

Hardly living
Hardly living
My plants
Hardly living
Hardly living
-George Dalton

I am waiting for
And I am waiting
And I am waiting
And I am waiting

my sister to grow up
for my million
for Jo Beth
patiently for graduation

I am waiting for my uncle to stop drinking
And I am anxiously waiting for Friday
-M. T.

TWO, UNTITLED
A school is a place where fools such as I
come each day to study the sky.
Where creatures known as teachers attempt to tell us why
we come to school to study the sky.

***
A lot of money is always funny.
A little money is sometimes funny.
But money itself is never funny.
-unknown
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I WANT TO PLAY THE PIANO

I want to play the piano .
I wonder if I should .
I know I ' m not Beethoven
But I still play pretty good.
I should be writing poetry .
I should be rhyming lines .
But I ' d like to peck a couple of notes
If I can find the time .
The teacher seems quite reasonable.
He ' s understanding and kind.
I ' ll ask him if I can play a tune .
I ' m sure that he won ' t mind .
The teacher said I could hit a tune .
That dude is really okay.
But now that I'm over here on the stool
I don't know what to play!
I sit and stare at the piano .
I peck a note or two .
Not a tune will come into my head.
I don ' t know what to do!
The piano stares right back at me
And flashes an ivory smile.
After all this I can ' t go through with it.
I ' d better wait awhile!
(Silly, isn ' t it?)
-Dennis Allen

I sit looking out a door
soon I find myself lost in a world
of high grass that's over my head .
I sit in the grass thinking of all
the good and bad times we had.
then I begin to cry .
-Connie Hunter

PULASKI COUNTY PROJECT
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STEPHENS INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

MY LONELINESS
My Loneliness is like
a meadow lark's call with
No mate to answer.
My Loneliness is like
a person with death
smiling over him .
My Loneliness is like
two lovers with no
love between them.
My Loneliness is like
a person gone blind with
no one to guide him .
But mostly
My Loneliness is like
living without you .
-Betsy Crow

LONELINESS
Loneliness tastes like wax melting in your mouth
Loneliness sounds like hearing a pin drop
Loneliness feels like a very soft wind
-Kenneth Squires

POEli
Loneliness Smells Like Flowers Dying
-Tracy Bryant

POEM
Loneliness is the sound of your own voice
- Anthony Downs
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WASHINGTON INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

SPRING
Listen to the music in the air,
High notes, Soft notes,
Birds must be everywhere.
The trees are swaying back and forth,
A slight breeze from the South,
A strong breeze from the North.
Smell the fruit trees blooming near,
The sunlight tells me that
Spring must be here.
-Monica

WASHINGTON
I dreamed I was hanging over a
deadly ridge and nothing could
save me.
But then I soared off like an
eagle, with wings made of glass.
-Leah Selig

I dreamed that I'm a whale swimming
in the sea
And men with harpoons chasing me
I dreamed I had great speed as a whale
Faster than those silly old men and their
sails
-Mark Lofton

I DREAMED

I dreamed that I was a character in a book,
And then I started walking out of the book.
I was so small I used a pin for my spear,
And when I talked I heard a mouse squeeking in
my ear.
I'm the talking mouse I said to myself,
But just think I was smaller than myself,
So I went outside, I saw nothing there,
And then I disappeared into just thin air poof!
-Bryan Hall

GIBBS INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

I am looking at someone I am
in love with. But when they
look at me it seems like there are
more than one of me .
-Tyrone Grider

a bear
like a roaring bulldozer
killing everything in its path
ripping tearing roaring mad
then comes winter the bear
doesn't make a sound
he's hibernating
-Gordon Baldridge

A hand is like a butterfly resting on a limb .
Swaying in the wind gust twitching now and then .
-Laura Harrison

I am like a deer
they like to appear
but when I go near
they show their fear .
-Diann Lenzie

Tim RIVER

The river is like a diamond .
The swan is like a colorful
pitcher.
The duck is like a horn honking
Some people act like an angel and
some don't.
Sunshine is like a bag of gold .
But I am like a powerful machine
that can do almost anything .
-Karen Hamilton
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ISH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

Sadness tastes like a big lump of nothing but somehow with
a flavor, a flavor of death, a flavor of lost meanings.
Sadness sounds like one lone lark calling so sadly,
calling. Sadness smells like the fire of love being put
out to smoulder. Sadness looks like one lone c loud blowing
slowly across the sky. Sadness feels like not being able
to get up and play in the morning.
-Deresa Holler

POEM
Yesterday I saw a dog falling
from the sky. The dog told me he
did not want to come down . I said hey dog
come down out of the air you can't fly .
But little boy I like it up here. So
I said do as you want.
-Keith Stokes

A FRIENDLY LITTLE SQUIRREL
One nice and sunny morning
I met a little squirrel.
His tail was furry and thin,
And his eyes were marble swirls.
I stopped and looked amazed.
How beautiful his paws are.
Like shiny new glass
On a fresh new car .
I sighted him storing nut s ,
In a little hollow tree.
First time two nuts,
Second time three.
And soon the night dark fell.
Time to say good-by,
The little squirrel chattered,
And whispered, "Tye-de-dye!"
-Miriam Eubanks

CARVER INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

WANTING
When it is hot,
We want it cold.
When it is cold,
We want it hot ,
Always wanting
What is not .
-Willie C. Davis

THE CREATION OF RAIN
The creation of rain soon started,
When the old man and lady departed.
The lady said she hated the man .
And she started crying again .
The tears from her eyes were created by pain,
And that my friend w~s the creation of rain .

-Denise Epper son

POEM
Music is like a whispering
willow with a mean old
woodpecker pecking at it.
-Jim Moseley

POEM
I am a shadow of the ocean.
-Valery

13 WAYS OF LOOKING AT A TREE
A tree stands still sometimes stiller
than the air . At night when the wind
is blowing it looks like a monster . Trees
look sad because they ' re so still. The only
thing that moves is their b~anches.
-Andy Tunnell
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WOODRUFF INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

POEM
I dreamed that I was Moby Dick
and nobody could catch me until
a little old lady came down and
asked me if I was a good plumber .
I said yes but when I started
to look down the drain
she pushed me down and I drowned.
-Douglas

POEM
I dreamed that I was as
cold as a polar bear
with out any hair .
-James Burgess

I DREAMED THAT ---I dreamed that I was
taking a bath when Jaws came after
me . I was scared as a tiger without
stripes.
-Stacey Dawn Kennedy

HOW I FEEL
I feel like melted crayons.
-Richard G.
I dreamed that I saw a ghost in my room
then I screamed and he kept coming at
me and I got a broom and hit him in
the head with it . And then I cut on
the light . It was just me in the
mirr or with my gown on but I
was not hitting me . I was hitting the
mirror .
-Latrisa Mechele Young

KRAMER INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

A PERSON I'D LIKE TO KNOW
I would like to know Mrs . Poe.
She looks like a flower with fine
petals. She smells like the spring
water. She walks like a model. She jangles
like an earring. She dresses like
Cinderella when she went to the ball .
She has furniture like Roses . Her age
is 31 she works like a man . She
helps everyone who needs help . And
when her age got older she became
stronger .
-Risha Chatwood

A PERSON I ' D LIKE TO KNOW
She looks old like an owl and
she is about the same age
as an old tree , 101. She walks
slow like a turtle. She can ' t
hear well . She wears long dresses
like an old timer . She can ' t
read good. She reads like a
first grader. Her eyes are as
green as the grass .
- Car olyn Kramer

I know an old man .
He walks like a one-sided penguin .
His eyes are black
and he is shaped like a rectangle .
-Latissa McKay

HOW I FEEL TODAY
I feel like
through the
I feel like
down on the

a rocket zooming
air.
the sun glistening
world .
-Charlotte Johnson
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PARHAM INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

I

WONDER?

I wonder if it is true
but I was wondering?
Is it for real magic
If you were given a hat
and it made you invisible
and if it is for real you were given a
money carrier and every time you put your
hand in it, out comes a siver coin.
I wonder if you were given a horn
and every time you blow it, out comes a man
and says what is your wish?
I wonder if he will give you any wish
you ask for?
I

WONDER?

-Tommy Lester

THE

DREAM

One time I was in a tree
with a rage of bees after me.
-Greg Raulston

DREAMS

I dreamed that I could
fly . I'll fly right through the
sky. I'll fly through the air.
I'll fly almost anywhere. I'll
fly through the misty night. I'll
fly in blazing sun light and
when I come to the End who
knows, I might begin again .
-Roy Morris
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GRANITE MOUNTAIN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

Aggravation sounds like a crying baby .
- Stanley Barnes
Aggravation smells like Dad fixing popcorn
and you ' re too sick to have any.
-Debbie Baldridge
Aggravation smells like turnip greens cooking
while your eating French toast.
-Kathy Mullen
Aggravation smells like a hamburger outside a cage
and you ' re inside the cage.
-Derrick Brown
Moonlight is snowflakes that have melted and glass
that has not hardened yet .
-Mark Thomas
Moonlight is like a silvery rose petal .
-Elizabeth Holt
Hunger is like a long way from home
and you forgot to bring any food .
I am like a dog withou t the bark.
- Debbie Baldridge
I am like a shark with a silver tooth.
-Eric Buswell

RIGHTSELL INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

Feat tastes like whale blubber.
-Devna
Fear tastes like cardboard.
-Leslie Douglas
Fear tastes like a hardball stuck in your throat
and you can't get it out.
Fear smells like sawdust flying around in my face.
-Charles Creggett
Fear tastes like hot sand.
Fear sounds like bushes moving.
-Tracey Patterson
Fear sounds like the doorknob moving.
-Kim White
Fear sounds like echoes.
-Donald Sage
Fear sounds like someone chasing you in the dark.
-Neal Wilson
Fear sounds like a blowing tree bumping at your window.
-Bob Willbanks
Fear looks like boiling water.
Fear feels like your hand is melting.
-Veronica Brooks
Fear feels like touching someone when you're blind
and you don't know the person.
-Jason Bonnick
Fear feels like a cold

han~

on your back.
-Todd Baumgardner

Fear feels like a bell ringing.
-Susan Scroggs
Fear smells like mildew
-Jennifer Ackerman
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GARLAND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

Water is visible air .
-Vernon Franklin
Water is a diamond or ladies wearing
all their sparkling jewelery .
-Montina Jordan
Water is a shadow.
-Beth
Water is like a mirr or , a glass floor , a glass door .
-Gina Armstrong
Water is like the wind going through trees .
-Geor ge Harr ison
A hand is like a group of soldiers marching.
- Gary H.
A hand is a snail.
- Gina Armstrong
Moonlight is cool sunlight .
-Carmeletta Clay
Moonlight is mel t ed but t er .
Moonlight is eggyoke.
-Jackie Nowden
Moonlight is crystal.
Moonlight is banana light .
-Robbin Howard
A PERSON I'D LIKE TO KNOW
She
She
Her
She
Her

is intelligent . She talks like a seal .
walks like an elephant . She looks Japanese.
hair is short like a monkey .
laughs like a clown, and has a nose l i ke a cherry.
ears are like jelly beans .
- Angela Whitlow
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OAKHURST INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

I saw a star slide down the sky,
Blinding the north as it went by,
Just like gold.
Too quick to hold,
Too lovely to be bought or sold,
Just like gold .
-Johnny Nelson Peppers
LOVE
My heart fell when I saw you. My
sleep was no more . I couldn ' t eat
or sleep but could think of you.
It broke my heart when you left
the park and one half is running
for you . My life has changed. I
can ' t move without you.
-Darrell Wayne Thomas

POEM
I am very pretty,
prettier than silver or gold,
prettiest girl in the world must be me.
I never get in trouble.
Every boy knows me because the
prettiest girl in the world must be me.
-Ann Denise McCall

BOREDOM
Boredom is a leaf on the ground,
Waiting to be found .
But it never will be found,
That leaf on the ground.
Boredom is an eraser on a chalk rack,
Waiting to go outside and get whacked.
But it, it won't get whacked,
That eraser on the rack.
-Marijon Thorn

MITCHELL INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

THE CREATION OF WATER
First there were diamonds.
Set in the sun.
They began to melt.
They began to run.
It ran and ran .
Far and near.
They called it water.
It was so clear.
-Michelle Bell

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed

that
that
that
that
that
that
that
last
last
that
that

children were the boss,
nothing had a cost,
no one could ever die
no one would ever lie
I was in a flock of sheep,
no one could go to sleep ,
no one could ever weep,
night that it would snow,
night that no one would ever grow,
schools never had rules,
everyone had two pools.
- Shea Shewmaker

THE CREATION OF FLOWERS
Flowers were created from love .
Love was created from a heart .
The heart fell and broke in half .
Seeds fell out and grew flowers .
-Donna Bratton

I dreamed I could fly up to the sky .
I dreamed I could touch the sky and fly .
I dreamed I could fly up high and see the world under me .
I dreamed of adventures and the wonders of life.
I dreamed I could dream all the time.
I dreamed of the sea and the waves so big.

I dreamed of dreams of beyond the world .
I dreamed of the river and its pretty curls .
I dreamed of songs and all the words.
I dreamed of flowers of purple and pink.
I dreamed of everything, I think.
- Heidi Boehm
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PARKVIEW HIGH SCHOOL

There I was standing
on the bank side as I
watched him swimming
for life. I stood there
watching him swim
like a fish with a broken
fin . All of a sudden he
went under never to
return like a 25 lb. ball
on a chain. Then a loud
sound was heard . It
was he hollering as
if I was a dog who had
been hit by a car.
- Gloria Conley

ALL ALONE

Loneliness is a small tapeworm
Gnawing at one ' s heart .
I t is the corruption of man ' s mind,
The destruction of his soul.
It is being on a cold winter's night,
With no one at your side but the creatures
Who finally walk their own way.
-Greg Goldsborough

You will find it in the stillness of your room,
Suddenly it will be upon you like the darkness
of the night as the sun falls into the sky.
Because you heart is beautiful and delicate
like a rose,
the pricks of the thorns will become
sharper as the night grows longer.
Loneliness is a lover of the Night.
-Kathy Harness
Listen, can you hear it
It ' s a sound
How sad it's getting louder
Stronger and more distinct
How sad it ' s such a lovely sound
Can you hear it fading
How sad it was such a lovely sound.
-Kurt Nelson
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AFTER LOVE WHO PAYS
After love it's like a bee it stings
it hurts
it lingers
After love it's like a cramp in
the mind
the arms
and fingers
Why?

For we know we ' ve touched the good
and we know we've touched the bad
we have also been through the right
which led us into wrong
After that certain first love is gone
It hurts
It will never go away
And I, the woman, am left to pay.
-Kathy Couch

END

The
the
the
The
the
the
The
the
the

children quit playing;
dogs do not bark;
story has come to an end .
lovers are married;
people are free;
story has come to an end.
flowers stop growing;
trees have stopped blowing;
story has come to an end.
-Terri Barnett

SAD, BUT TRUE
She walked down the road,
Sad eyes c ast upon the ground.
I am fat, she thought,
and in her mind that thought went round and round .
My face is plain, my hair is stringy,
And on my teeth I need braces .
I wouldn't mind the way I look, if only I could change that look-That look I see on people ' s faces!
-Cecilia Roberts
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The daughter of a king,
Her flowing gowns with lace,
She even has a diamond ring,
Which glows just like her face.
Her slender fingers and flowing hair,
Accent her body's shape,
Her whole appearance shows much care,
And a world she cannot escape.
-Anne Suskie

A girl with long brown hair
So young and bright!
A face with cheeks so rosy,
And blue eyes full of light.
Her feet so lightly touch the ground,
It's as though she can fly!
And when she speaks her words so sweet,
You know it is a lie!
-Becky Reedy

He comes forth from a shadow,
Dark as night.
His thin, gaunt body is draped in black.
His step is light.
Under his cloak nothing appears.
He goes where he may,
And says nothing at all
As he takes the sick away.
-Ardie Pixse

SEVEN WAYS OF LOOKING A1 A TROUT
The trout skims the surface for its food
There is the multitude of shiny scales, each containing color,
Jumping when hooked
The trout lies under a log
defying the current, and running upstream
swimming slowly in the deep pool
floating upside down in the filthy water.
-Paul Caldwell

One of these days, pretty soon,
I'll be able to see through the haze.
My mind is sort of a half moon
saying, "One of these days!"
-Steve Faubel
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WHY DID MY FATHER GO?

When I was but a boy of five,
My father left without even a good-bye.
He and my mother had a fight that day.
Then my father went away.
I thought to myself that it wasn 't so.
But then I said, "Why did he go?"
I visited him every once in a while.
Not like most kids my age, I was no longer a child.
Being the oldest of three brothers,
it was me who was depended on by my mother.
Must have had something to do with a job,
For my family moved to Arkansas .
Then I talked to my father only by phone .
I no longer wondered why he never came home.
The things a father is supposed to teach a son before he is grown .
These things I had to learn on my own.
Here I am, almost a man,
With no memory of ever having shaken his hand.
Maybe someday, when I just have to know,
I' 11 ask my mother "Why did my father go?"
-Raymond House , Jr.

INDIVIDUALITY
I strive and strive
But never attain
The individuality
Of the link in a chain.
-Jay Ritchie

I'm listening to rain
decide to bake a cake,
it passes the time.
I'm out with friends
nothing much to do,
it passes the time.
I'm lonely here without you
so I'll make believe you love me
it passes the time
-Mary Cannady
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Swimming in the sea of life,
The stranger is lurking on the ocean floor.
Aware of our every move,
He is waiting to take us through his
jagged door.
-Diann Torbett

Society is a shark
from which we cannot hide
not even in the dark
With its incredible force
it makes us what it wants
our screams just make us hoarse
-Rick Houett

Here I am swimming in the sea of life .
I am treading the water with all of my might
To keep my head above water is a desperate
fight,
Trying so hard to continue taking in the
precious breath of life.
When just at the moment I think I might
make it to shore
I see the fin, the fin of death, and I know
there is no use fighting anymore
The end must come one way or another
But still some force deep from within me keeps
pushing me, go farther
So I keep on treading. . . and treading . . .
and treading
and dreading . . • and dreading. • . and dreading.
-Denese Greathouse
MY DROOl
I
I
I
I
I
I

dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
woke up

that
that
that
that
that
from

2 tables stalked the night,
these tables had a fight.
each tables formed a team,
each team, had death as its scheme.
these tables had a huge war,
my dream, tables no more.
-Larry Bencick
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THE DAY MY LIFE END
The day I quit school
I thought I was real cool
But really I was a fool
As the days pass by
I thought everything would come my way
But really I was a fool
Now and then I remember my friends
All had graduated and were out of school
But really I was a fool .
-Princess Hill

DOONESBURY
Garry Trudeau is a favorite of ours,
Though my knowledge about him is zero,
I read his comic , "Doonesbury", for hours ,
and to me he ' s a genuine hero .
He makes fun of everyone and every thing,
his characters are hilarious,

his satire carries a terrible sting ,
and he makes the noble nefarious .
-Tom Frothingham

I dreamed that mother nature fell in love with
me and did all sorts of nice things to me
such as planting trees in my bedroom and replacing
my afro with sweet smelling lilies and soon I found
myself trapped by her gifts, caught hopelessly among
the vines of grapes.
-Lloyd Myers

An arrangement of voices, intertwining on the floor .
The house lights slowly dim to be
followed by hushed whipers and unnecessary coughs.
Momentarily the floor becomes a barrel of silence
as the first shadow of an awaited fairytale appears
-Laura Ford
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DESCRIPTION OF AN ARGUMENT
An argument begins,

oil on water;
the midst of an argument,
two magnets forced to each other
the ending,
a rainbow in a violent storm;
the end,
an intersection of two winding roads.
-Tami Johnson

NERVES
That constant buzzing inside,
anticipating that certain moment,
as if you had just leaped from
the top of the empire state building and were
waiting for the slap of the sidewalk.
-Brent Miller

THE END

The time is not far from today
When everything will be taken away
The end is near
Nothing will be left in place
Only a vast empty space
The end is near
Everything will all be gone
Except maybe a tree, all alone
The end is near
-Darren McNeal

Rejection is a glass wall
with no doors (or even windows)
just miles of impenetrable glass.
-Caroline Carirll
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THE END

After all I gave you,
How could you have mishandled me,
In such a cold, cruel way?
After all I sacrificed for you,
How could you have misunderstood me ,
In such a cold, cruel way?
After everything we have had,
How could you destroy me,
In such a cold, cruel way?
-R. Mayhan

THE END OF SUMMER

The grass is turning into brown, brittle straws .
The once green leaves are dropping in twos and threes.
The end of summer is near.

Our mothers are making a list
'l'o be sure we are not without our paper and pencil.
The end of summer is near.
My swimsuit is a faded green.
Probably from the chlorine .
The end of summer is near.
-Susan

Faith is the substance of things
hoped for: my puzzles will be
complete , no parts lost; I'm still
my mother's little girl, though grown
I ' m not tossed (out the door or unadvised)
The evidence of things not
seen. . . Eyes of faith see the answer now .
Faith is walking to the edge
of yourself--and jumping off .

-s.

Hawkins .

I dreamed I was an azalea shrub in front of my house , just getting
ready to bloom.
-Gina Golinor
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Like a raccoon he came to me
And like a raccoon he leaves
Afraid to become tamed
Afraid of my chains
Bandit in the night
Stealing away in fright
Taking my heart
Leaving only claw prints in the dark
-Melissa Wood

I am sad
like the person
in debt being hounded
by the collectors .
-Anon

I'm in love
I feel like the wet
rose being kissed
by the dew in the
early morning light.
I'm aware, like
the baby finding
his fingers, the
joy of being
cared for, even
like a stranger saying
hello. Hello, to you
too .
-Anon

You love her like the palm of your hand
but you always feel like grains of sand
just slipping, slipping through her hand.
-Nile Hatcher
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He was tall and mean,
And his knuckles he would pop.
His laughter was eerie
And it never seemed to stop.
He walked with a limp,
And he always had a cigar in his hand .
But the worst part about him was
He took away my land.
-Jamie Cromwell

I went up in the mountain
to see the sights and sounds.
I saw the trees, the deer, the stream
0 what beauties I have found .
I have come back down
and I live in the city .
I see the people running around
and think o god what a pity .
-Dwight Locke

Her End, My Beginning
His lady from the past crept up to me
Showering watery excuses on my shoulder
She was a ghost she was a shadow
Wearing stories of spiders' webs
She spoke with rusted words
She was a ghost she was a shadow
Peering at me from the moonless night
Over his shoulder
She is a ghost she is a shadow
-Melissa Wood

My right ankle knows well
The sudden stab of pain
And I know the scabs on my knee
Like an astronomer memorizes constellations.
-Rick Martin
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THE END OF LOVE
Whatever happened to true love?
That real love that I've always dreamed of.
Whatever happened to true love?
Has it died along with the real people?
Is it hiding, or is it locked up in some lonely heart?
Whatever happened to true love?
Will it ever come back to us?
Will we ever be able to feel it again?
Whatever happened to true love?
-Colesia Thomas

I remember the day that I went away,
Knowing all the while that I wanted to stay.
I left my life with my love,
Both flew away on the wings of a dove.
-Reginald Moore

THIRTEEN WAYS OF LOOKING AT WAR
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

the president a war is a way to further his career.
a general a war is map with little flags on it.
the civilians a war is a existing escapade in a foreign land.
the press a war is a big story.
the colonel a war is a chance to become a general.
a captain a war is a tactical problem.
a lieutenant a war is confusion, trying to find his men.
a tank commander a war is a small slit.
an infantryman a war is hiding.
a pilot a war is a patchwork of fields.
a prisoner a war is barbed wire.
a seaman a war is storms.
the bullet a war is a split second of flight and a thud.
-Bill Archer

Ragged and torn
was the style
where he was born.
Living without
He was known
to roam about.
Looking for something
that didn't exist.
-Kathy Rarpoff

AN EMOTION OF SADNESS
Sadness is popping a 60 mph wheelie on your
friends $3000 motorcycle, and the front tire falls off.
Sadness is finding out that the reason an M.P . G.
Ford Mustang gets such good gas mileage is because
it only fires on 3 out of 6 cylinders .
Sadness is finding a good-looking girl on the
street corner, and as you pull up to get her, 3 of
your hubcaps fall off.
Sadness is lining up for a drag race, reving
your engine, come off the line in beautiful
shape, and two pistons go through your hood .
-Keith Montgomery

There was a place where I used to go
That was filled with a bubbling stream and lush green trees
It's gone forever, never to return .
In the early morning the mist would rise slowly from the valley
The deer would come to drink from the clear, rolling creek
It's gone forever, never to return.
The chain saws scream where the owl once called
The earth is bare where the hounds ran the fox
It's gone forever, never to return .
-Loyd Mitchell

I have a guy in the cellar,
Who you may very well know .
The guy is a very big feller,
But he shall never grow.
See, he's already seven foot tall,
But don't you start to whine .
That's him walking through the wall,
People call him Frankenstein!
-Keith Montgomery

She
Yet
She
She

is desired by many,
she seems not to want any.
is very proud,
knows how to handle the crowd .
-Reginald Moore
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